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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The evaluation of BRAG's Non formal Primary Education (NFPE) 

Programme Phase II provides a qu"'ntitc!tive analysis of the extent to 
which pre-set targets have been reached arid a qualitative assessment of

the over?ll eff~ctiveness of the teaching and learning In NFPE Phase II. 
The Evaluation Team Is satisfied that the main objectives of the Phase II 
programme have been realized and that the pedagogical improvements 

and quality assuranee measures intrqduced during Phase II will have 

po~itive and long-term Impacts on the further Gevelopment of the NFPE 
programme in Phase Ill. 

In earrylng out the evaluation the· T earn reviewed reports and statistical 
data relevant to Phase II and Ill. and consulted with NFPE staff in the 

Dhaka Head Office and in the field. 

The Evaluation Team was speciflcally asked to, assess the extent to 

which the objectives stated In the logical framework nave been realized; 
determine the cpst efficiency and eff.ectiveness Cif BRAG schools; review 

NFPE manag~ment; undertake a qualitative analysis of the improvements 

introduced In Phase II: assess the pJiot sehools initiative: and consider the 
Implications for NFPE Phase Ill. 

A summary of the findings in relation te each of thes.e items Is presented 

below. 

. . 
1. REVIEW OF NFPE PHASE II AGAINST THE LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

The review confirms that significant progress was made towards the 

attainment of the overall goal of Phase II and towards the realization of the 

staled Phase II programm·e purpose: "Co~t effective basic education for 

poor children, especially girls, and currently unserved by the primary 

education system''. This has been r.ealized by the timely and effective 
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implementation of the vast majority of the stipulated activities to at least 

the set target levels and often significantly beyond. 

During Phase II ther-e was little deviation from the targets set in relation to 

the poverty and gender focus of the programme. These targets were 

maintained despite the gro~ing acceptance of education for girls and 

consequently their higher levels of enrolment in formal primary schools. 

2. THE COST EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE BRAC 

SCHOOLS 

The evaluation review indicates that the NFPE programme is highly cost 

efficient. r.elative to formal primary education provision, and compares 

satisfactonly to the costs and performance of other non-formal providers. 

The reeent UNDP Human Development Report for South Asia. 1998 

pbmts out that BRAG schools provide primary school education to a child 

at US$20 per year {evidence provided In main report), whereas the real 

annual cost of a Child In government primary schools is US$51 after taking 

account of dropo.ufs and repeaters. 

In the continuing situation of hlgti levels of socio-economic and gender

based discrimination in Bangladesh. the NFPE programme. targeted at 

g1rls from the families of the poor, is a highly cost effective undertaking in 

terms of its social, personal and economic benefits. 

3. NFPE MANAGEMENT 

Th$ .scale of the NFPE prog·ramme is evident from the fact that during 

Phase II. 2.2 million pupils benefited from basic · primary education at 

relatively low cost. Overall, 93% completed Grade Ill In NFPE schools. 

and of these 94% progresse.d to .GrC~de IV. 

Prsvidlng basic primary educatisn on such a scale over a sustained time 

span necessitates efficient and effective management. The evaluatJon 

rev1ew finds that in addition, NFPE management also has the capacity to 
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be responsive to the 9_!:!Velopm!!ntal n'eeds of the programme, as 

evidr:mced in th.e quality managem~nt restructuring that took place during 

Phas·e II. This resti'U~!Jrlng ne~;essl.tated the nomination of specific staff 
with responsiOillty for 'assuring the implementation ' of quality in pedagogy 

and school· performahce. The appolnW~ent of: the Quality Managers 

necessl.tated a high degree 'of instltutlonal review and flexible forward 

planning. 

4. QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS 'INTRODUCED 'IN PHASE II 

NFPE paid a gr-eat seal of a~ention to the quality of educational provision 

and outcomes durlng Phase II. Many of the improvements initiated In 

Ph.ase II h·ave. res~ted iA «*JaAg~ in responsibilities· and practices in 
•• I 

Phase. 111, 

Under 'this heading the eyt;iluatioh revi¢WJ:ld imp-rovements In the areas pt 

quality mar.lag)mlent .curriculum development, lnst(uctional materi.als 

development. an.d teacher training. 

4.1 Quality Management 

Thirty-eight Quality M!magers (QMs}· were appolt'lted dur:ing PhC!se II. 
These appointments are tfue b,;~si.$ for qualitY assurance S.O· that the 
stipulated teaming o.utcome.s Gf all children will be realized. 

In addition to tt)e OMs. MaSter Trainers (MT~} and Batch Trainers (BTS) 
were appointed as ~ubjeet SJ)e.d alists to deliver Initial and refresher 
tral.ning to teachers ln Gtades IV and V. 

The nomination Of .OMs and the selection of MT s froll1 differ-ent levels 

within the organization, the inclusion of Resqurce T&ach~rs amon·g the MT 

tandldates, and the app,6intment of Batch Trainers frqm amo.ng the ranks 

of fhe ~cnets, Indicates an apP,.eclatio.n on the part of EOU. of the 

Important rontribution indlvidu.als ~n' make In developing NFPE, 

frrespective of their designated rank. It also ·i,ndi¢ates a recognition of, and 

a• desire ta avail of the. wealth Gf ·knowledge that .exists among· experienced 

practitioners within Uile org;mization. 
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The proiZeS·s of negotiation, review and fine tuning which characterizes the 
·establishment of the overall quality management system exemplifies good 
practice in ens.uring the. commitment of those responsibl.e for i~s 
implement'ation, and ultimately the relevance and appropriateness of the 
systems. 

The signifi9<!nce of having a direct link between staff responsible for 

planning or supeP~i~ion an.<! the primary bf!nefiCiary of the sarvice, the 

Ieamer, is particularly evident in the way in which quality Improvements 

'.'{ere approached during Phas.e II, lri particular the. assignment of quality

related responsibility to staff. Furthermore the process by which quality 

man·agement is being institutionalfz.ed draws attention to the nature of the 

relationship between Head Office. and Field staff. It terms of 

accountability, it is apparent that Educational DeveJopment Unit (EDU) 

staff, who are managing the process perceive themselves as accountable

to the field based practitioners. 

The Evaluation Team ·believes that the data-gcnhering tasKs curtently 

being undertak~ by the Quality Managers are significant. The 

information that eme)rg~;s will promote reflection on the parr of the OMs 

and will stimulate resppnses that enhance the quqJitY of NFPE This kind 

of ac;tivit.y may also. prove to be useful When the EDU shifts ful.ly Into Its 

developmental role in Phase Ill. 

The evaluation review finds ihat in Phase II, the groundwork needed to 

establish a sound quality management system has been largely 

completed. The benefits will be evident in the next phase, 

4.2 Curriculum Develo~rnent 

A number til small-scale innt\lvalive alternative pedagogic appro~ches 

were reviewed arid tr;aled In small numbers of ~chools during Phase II. 

Th·e most important of these are the Concentrated Language Encounter 

{OLE), the Interactive Radio Instruction (IRI) and the Chandlna Learning 

lmpr.ovement Pr.oject (CLIP). These-have afforded opportunities for NFPE 

to experiment with a Fan~e· of teaching methodologies. In addjtjon, the 
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principles of activity-based learning and tne poten~ial use of audio .and 

visual, as well .as written materials In the classroom have gained wider 

recogni~ion in the agency as a whole. 

The.se initiatives have irifiuenoed the thinking of NFPE In curriculum 

development and delivery although it is. not intended that any one of the 

experimental initiatives will be mainstreamed in its entirety throughout tha 

NFPE programme. 

4.3 Instructional Materials 

Staff associated with the above initiatlves acquired valuable and 

transfera.ble skills in the design and development of curriculum and in 

materials productipn. In reviewing the full range of educational materials 

pro.duced during Phase II the Evaluatic;ln Team is impressed by the 

quantity and quality of the materials produced for use. by learners, 

teachers and teacher-trainers. 

4.4 Teacher Training 

During Phase II teacher training was provided to all new teachers and 

e>ctensive in-service refresher training to ail levels. Specifically, teachers 

eompleted 7 days pre-service trainin~; 3 days orientation and 1 5 days of 

basJc tra1n1ng. along .with one day refresher training per month. Currently 

teachers who are teaching Grades IV and V receive an additional 15 days 

training 

As well as. this formal training, enhanced support structures have been put 

in place to provide Individual assistance to teachers. In the opinion of the 

Evaluation T~m the appointment of the Resource Teachers marked a 

significant initial step in the development of the elaborate network of 

teacher support that is now In place. 
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5. PILOT SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

The quality initiatives of Ph'M~ II inclUded 1 ,000 pllol scnools Whidl 

offered the fUll primary programme: In reviewing the pilot school activities 

the Evaluation Team fo.cuse:cl ori Issues relating to the rationale for 

expancling the aNerage of gracles, the overall performance of the pilot 

schqols, the impact of the pilot schoqls on teacner training, operational 

adjustments and the achieveme·nts· of the learners In the pilot sd16ols. 

5.1 Rationale for Expanding tlie Coverage of Grades 

The pilot schoi'Jis wer-e never intended to be viewed as an 'experiment' to 

determine whether or not NFPE schools should offer Grades IV and V in 

the future. Rather, they were perceived as field trials to provide 

oppor:tunitieS' for NFPE to cleterrnine the chah'ges n·eadi;iq in order to 

expand its provision from lh'ree .to'fiVe grades. 

5.2· Performance of the Pilot Schools 

Tracking data showing the survival rate.s of all Grade Ill NFPE graduates 

within the mainstre-am schools wliere they completed their primary 

eclucatlon are not available. Umlted surveys. and the experience of NFPE 

staff indicate that up to a third of these graduates did not complete pnmary 

schooL In light of this information, the 94% transfer rate for pilc:it scnool 

graduates into Gr-ade VI represents a major improvement in the overall 

rate of primary scheol completion for NFPE reamers. 

Given the extremely- difficult Cirt\..unstanee_s that prev?lled in .July and 

August 1991;1 and in th!! imm·edjate afterrnath of -the floods, the 

perf6rm_ance.offhe pilot s"!ho6is is remarkable. 

5.3 Impact of the Pilot Schools· on Teacher Training 

The teaching challenges pesed by the expansion into Grades IV anq V. 
particularly in the areas of Maths and English, has necessitated a·n 

extensi-ve review of teacher tt.aining. Additional tr~ining is now being given 
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to teachers in Maths bemre the.y begin teaching in Grade IV and in English 

befare Grade V. The teacher training and support procedures deseribed 

earner were designed in light of the Pilet School experiences, and the 

Evaluation Team is cenfident th~ these praeedures are adequate to meet 

teacher needs. 

The series df pragmatic declsl'ons made In' relation tp teacher tn:ilning 

'duiirig Phase II, s:trategically' positioned the EOU as a Key player In the 

ttevelapmerit at NFPE's training and teaching capacitY. This unit has set 

th~ pace of the r.estructurmg needed to enable NFPE CQver the full primary 

currieulum. It has adopt~ a part1clpatlve approach ·whereby the e.xis!ing 

expertise and capacity of ttle organiz;:l'tion has been mobilized effectively. 

The Evaluation Team believes that essential elements of the revampect 

teacher training package are riOw iri plebe.. 

5.4 Operatianal Adjustments 

In light ·of the experience of tea£hers and field staff inv{llved with the pilot 

sChool~; adjustments ~ave been made regarding the time allocated to· 

specific grades and the school day has be'en extended by 30 minutes 1n 

Gracle.s IV and. V.. This appears tp ~ an appropriate response. 

Nonetheless, the EvaluatiQn Team belreves that the time issue Is 

important and shm:Jid be reassessed during Ph;:~s.e Ill. 

The Evaluaticm Team recognizes the importanc,e·of preparing learners for 

the transition to 'formal s.choaJing lnci!;Jding preparation for examinations. 

Given that examinations currently feature prominently in secondary 

sehool.lhe deeision to pravide appartuni!ies for NFPE learners to undergo 

examinations is apprapriate. However. the T-eam is atsa cancerned that 

success in examinations should not be given undue importance at the 

eXpense: of the learner-centr-ed ethos that has cnaracterized NFPE 

sehools to date. While there is na lltViden'ce' of a move rn· this direcllen, the 

tehden·cy far· teaeners to teacfi-to~xaminatfons i$ well documenled 

WQrldwide. This is 4:1 ~al'lger whish lt:l!:t quality mane~gemertt staff sh.ould 

gu·ard agalnsl 

• 
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5.5 AchieVement of Learn.er.s . . 

The Evaluation T ~am is satisfied that every ~;ffort was made to ensure that 

the quality of the education provided to learners In the pilot schools was 
adequate. Sample studenL performance against national learning 

competencies was reviewed by the BRAC Research and Evaluation 

Division, and indicated satisfactory attainment levels. The Team believes 
that the improvements made to date, including more intensive and subject 

focused teacher training, the increase in time allocated to the higher 

gr-ades and the overall focus on the quality of the educatien proviqed will 
further eAhanee learner-s' achievement In the future. 

6. IMPUCATIONS OF THESE FINDINGS FOR PHASE Ill 

A major thrust of the NFP.E programme. in Phase Ill is t.owards 
lristltutienalliing the quality assuranC~; measures initiated in Phase II. In 

evaluating the future Implications of the. improvements in Phase II, \he 

Evaluation Team focwsed on aspects of the programme which were not 

considered elsewhere. In partl.cular changes in the schools programme. 
the Coniinuing Education Programme, links with other agencies and the 

on-going develofDment of NFPE. 

6.1 Changes in the School Programme 

In the latter half ef Phase II, NFPE has been concerned With issues to db 

with enhancing and sustaining teacher competence, streamllnlng the 

curriculum, and disseminating more varied teaching methodologies. In 

Phase II, while the BEOC scho,qls benefited from these Improvements. the 

main focus has been on what might be termed, NFPE's 'regular' s.chools . . 
As the numbers of BEQC schools inarease in Phase 1.11, these schools will 

obviously command a great deal more attentioFl. It is also likely that 

differeFlces relating. to the· length of the school cycle will neeessitale some · 

adjustments to tea.ching methor:loio(Jies. 
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The Evaluation Team believes that the quality improvements in teacher 

training, materials, and teaching methodologies that have been 

undertaken to date. will greatly enhance the overall NFPE programme, 

including BEOC schools. and will serve to inform any further 

developments as needed. 

6.2 The Continuing Education Programme 

The Evaluation Team welcomes the propose.d expansion of the Union 

Libraries and Reading Centres In Phase Ill, and the processes to ensure 

the continuity of the Union Libraries through legal local trust structures. 

Over half the 400 libraries established since 1996 are already self

financing. The Union Libraries provide opportunities for NFPE to build 

close linkages w1th government organizations at local level by utihzmg 

government staff for the delivery of tr-aining programmes. This approach 

maximizes the use of local resources. 

The Reading Centres {currently over 6,000) wllf enable graduates from 

BEOC schools to engage in further learning, even if they do not progress 

w.ithin the formal education system. The Centres also provide 

opportunities for Informal learning among the women members. The 

Evaluation Te.am believes that although such learning Is difficult to 

quantify, especially in the short-term. it nevertheless, can contribute 

significantly to the capacity of young wome·n to become agents of change 

within their communities. 

An Innovative family skills programme covering legal, health and social 
issues is being plloied. Materials have be.en developed for trainers and 
learners. 

The Evaluation Team notes that attention to quality issues within NFPE 

includes the CEP programmes covering issues relating to the provision of 

education and training for young adults, outside the formal system. In this 

context, and in light of the value attributed to 'certified' learning, the Team 

suggests that steps be .taken to explore long-term possibilities of 
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acerediting appropriate elem.erits of life-skills. training cburses within a 
vocational traihing ffamewark. 

The review finds that the Continuing Educatiol"' Programme compliments 
the schoal based NFPE programme and provides opportunitJes for 

meaningful links with the RDP programme. 

6:3 Links with Other Agencies 

The increas-e in levels of cpllaboration between players involved in the 
provision of education in Banglade,sn-DNFE, UNICEF, other NGOs; 

CAMPE--provides even greater opportunities for NFPE to disseminate the 

expertise It has gained in the ar·eas of primary and continuing education 
and for BRAC to· play an even more proactive role in the prov1si.on of 

efficient, h1gh quality and cost effective basic education in Ban!!jladesh. 

6.4 The On-going Development of NFPE 

The Evaluation Team b!'llieves that th·e recen~ly formed Educational 

Development Unit will play a signifieant developmental role during Phase 

Ill. The unit is cL,Jrrently the key player involved in designing and 
lnstltutiOhalizing the school-focused quartty reforms Introduced during 

Phase II. When this task is completed the EDU will ass~me responsibility 

for NFPE's overall educational re.search and development functJons 
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INTRODUCTION 

Non Government Organizations suth as BRAG play a key role In the 

provision of education in Bangladesh. The Government of Bangladesh. 

because of its limited resources and underdeveloped Infrastructure. has . 
difficulty tackling the scale of the country's poverty and providing basic 

education to the school going population. This reality has been noted by a 

number of commentators over the past five years. The Asian 

Development Bank Final Report on Non Formal Education stated that: 

..... for Bangladesh the percentage of non-enrolment in the schools 

has been so high, and the absolute numbers so large, that positive. 

net reductions in illiteracy through formal provision, are numerically 

extremely difficult to attain, and take considerable time. In these 

terms, significant nonformal primary provision, and adult education, 

may continue to be necessary for a (ong period ..... ( 1994: 18) 

Non formal education was also afforded strategic Importance in a joint 

UNICEF and Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics publication in 1995. The 

document set the following "Year :2000 Goal" for education: 

Umversal access to bas1c edueation, and achievement of pnmary 

education by at least 80 per cent r,>f primary school age children 

through formal schooling or non-formal education of comparable 

learning standard, with emphasis on reducing the current disparities 

betwe.en boys and girls (1995: 10). 

The Government of Bangladesh has acknowledged the significant 

contribution NGOs have made to date anp has indicated the need for their 

on going involvement in its current and previous Five Year Plans. 

BRAG's Non Formal Primary Education programme targets poor children 

and adolescents in both urban and ruraJ settings. Since its inception in the 

mid 1980s the NFPE programme has grown rapidly. BRAG has gained 

international as well as national recognition as a provider of basic 
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education to sectors of the population which are widely acknowledged as 

extremely difficult to reach, in particular girls from poor families. 

The educational problems which Bangladesh face~ and which BRAC's 

NFPE programme se.eks to address, are evident to a greater or lesser 

extent. in many parts of the world. Educationalists across Asia and Africa, 

are struggling to r.esolve problems pertaining to enrolment and retention 

rates, relevance of curriculum, and the establishment of efficient, 

dependable and affordable delivery systems. Even in countries where a 

commitment to Universal Primary Education has raised the levels of 

enrolment of both boys and girls, serious deficiencies remain. Very high 

levels of dropout and poor performance in examinations among children 

from economically disadvantaged families, uneven standards 0f provision 

and unresponsive and Inert service delivery systems remain major, and to 

date. largely Intractable problems. 

It 1s against this backdrop that BRAG's reputation lias been es.tablished. It 

education programme has attracted attention because of It-s capaeity to 

reach relatively large numbers of chi ldren (In excess of two m11iion have 

benefited), maintain an even standard of provis1on across the country in a 

variety of settings, and perhaps most significantly it is noted for its 

capacity to enroll and retain a high proportion of girls. 

BRAG's NFPE programme has adopted an approach to the provision of 

education which dispenses with tradltlonal constraints such as the need 

for costly and fixed infrastructure. There are no purpose built schools. 

Furniture and equipment are minimal. Improvements can be implemented 

without extensive lead-in preparation periods such as lengthy pre service 

teacher training. Instead of focusing on how best to 'fit the learner' into a 

preconceived notion of what a school should be, the emphasis is on 

meeting the academic and personal development needs of the Ieamer. In 

acknowledgement of the social and cultural constraints that impede Qirls 

mobility, the sch()OI is brought to the learner. 

BRAC's NFPE programme in Phase II {1996 to 1999) pr.oposed to: 
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• consolidate the operation of all' of its schools by merging those which 

had operated separately as an RDP project with those which already 

operated under NFPE, 

• enhance the qualitY of the e.ducatlon provided; and 

• develop a continuing education programme. 

Terms of Reference 

The Evaluation Team was contracted to consider the overall 

effectiveness of the teaching and learning in NFPE Phase II with a 

view to Informing and further developing the programme in Phase Ill. 
Specificalty the team was asked to undertake the following: 

1. Review attainment of Phase 11 objectives as measured against the 

targets set in the Logrcal Framework. 

2. Assess the relative cost efficiency and effectiveness of the BRAC 

schools by undertaking a co:?t comparison analysis. 

3. Review the effectiveness of BRAG's NFPE management structure and 

!ts institutio{lal and Organizational capacity. 

4. Evaluate the range of quality Improvements introduced in Phase II 

including cr.mfculum development, teacher training, instructional materials, 

and new mitrattves, in particular the introduction of the Quality Manager 
·system. 

5. Assess. the outcomes of the pilot schoof activities including the training 

of t~chers and the achievement of learners. 

6. Consider the implications of these findings for the future development of 

NFPE in the proposed Phase Ill with particular reference to the further 

evalu.ation of the teaching and learning in Grades IV and V. 
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The Evaluation Team should. for complementing its analysis, draw o.n the 

Appraisal Report for Phase Ill; some aspects addressed in this appraisal 

which will be particularly useful to note include: 

• BRAC's plans and efforts regarrJjng improving the quality and of 

monitoring, research and .evaluation of pedagogical Issues related to 

the expansion for teaching the higher grades i.e. material! teachers I 

type of education skills I vocational training; 

• linked to BRAC's proposed expansion ts grades IV and V, appraise 

BRAC's co-operation, collaboration and systems in place for exchange 

of experiences with other agenc;ies and organizations; 

• BRAC's capacity, i.e. management. training, skills, rec;ruitment of new 

teachers, quality of material etc., with regard to the expansion of grade 

IV and V. 

Methodology 

The Evaluation Team reviewed reports and statistical data relevant to 

Phase II of the Non Formal Primary Education (NFPE) programme. The 

two team members made field trips during which they visited schools in 

both urban and rural settings, Team Offices and Regional Offices. They 

conducted formal gr.oup meetings and interviews with teachers. learners. 

Grade V 'graduates' currently in Grade VI. Master Trainers. Quality 

Managers, Team in Charge. Regional Managers and TARC trainers. In 

addition the Team consulted the members of the donor consortlum and 

BRAC staff 1n the Dhaka Head Office. 

Structure of the Report 

The evaluation report is presented in three sections. The first section 

provides a quantitative accOL~nt of the achievements under Phase II. This 

section addresses the first three terms of reference, namely the attainment 

of objectives against logical framework targets; cost efficiency and 

effectiveness of BRAC schools; and NFPE management. 
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Section two provides a qualitative analysis of achievements during Phase 

' II. This section addresses the fourth and fifth TORs, namely significant 

quality improvements introduced in Phase II; and pilot school activities. A 

number of items dealt with in sectien two are not referred to in the 

previous section because they were not mentioned in the logical 

framework. They are included in the evaluation because they impacted 

significantly on the quality of educatien provided by NFPE programme: 

The final section responds to the sixth TOR by considering the 

implications .of these :activities for NFPE Ph·ase Ill. 

For easy of reference, headings and subheadings throughout the report 
follow the TOR numbenng sequence. 
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SECTION A: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEMENTS IN PHASE II 

1. REVIEW OF NFPE AGAINST LOGICAL FRAMEWORK TARGETS 

1.1 The Logical Framework 

The Logical Framework Analysis incorporate<;! within the original proposal for the 
NFPE II (12 December 1995), was· revised wTth external consultant support in 
late 1996/ early 1997 to provide a more action-directed basis for project 
Implementation, following Initial programme startup and preliminary reporting. 
The revtsed Logffame was formally adopted in the Non--Formal Primary 
Education Pragramme, Proposal for Phase II, Revised, 27 April 1997. 

The revised Logframe includes a more specific programme goal to replace what 
was considered to be a 'supra goal'; and a mere precise and quantifiable 
purpose with more appropriate, detailed, verifiable indicators (program targets) 
than in the earl ier versions The presentation of outputs and activities was also 
modified to emphasize key implementation linkages and processes The 
quanlltattve figures at the output and activity levels, which have budgetary 
imolications, were.not changed. 

The summary of NFPE II for the full program penod, 1996-1999 as shown In 
Annex D and reviewed below, is In terms of the revised Logframe. For 
corwenience, it is shown as a single full-programme document (Phase II) 
although donor progress reports were presented on a six-month basis. The 
presentation of the Logframe in Annex D has also been revised to link the stated 
acuvtltes for each output, and their malchtng verifiable Indicators, directly to the 
outputs to which they refer. This enables direct reporting for the attainment ·of 
each stipulated Output. This Is also the basis for the summary reporting cif 
expenditure against budget as appropnate for this Final Evaluation Report. 
Detailed financial reporting against agreed budget lines Is. the subject of separate 
BRC reporting. 

1.2 Data Sources and Methodology 

Data for the review of Phase II implementation against Lpgframe were obtained 
from: 

• BRAC internal MIS (which Is als.o the basis of data for the ongeing review 
pro<::esses for NFPE. and for regular Donor reporting) 

• Periodic reviews of the BRAC Monitoring Unit within ttle office of the 
Executive Director 

• BRAC Team Office Reports BRAC Area Office records and reports 
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• Extemal Monitoring Mission, BRAC Rural Development Programme IV and 
Non Formal Primary Education Programme II, Rna/ Report, DARUDEC, 
Donor Liaison Office, October 1997 

• Appraisal of the Prop·osat for BRAG's Education Programme Phase Ill, Donor 
Consortium, Donor Liaison Office, September 1998 

• Evaluation Team field reviews, Area and Regional Office discussJons. 
interviews and BRAG office desk study 

1.3 Phase II Attainment against Logframe 

1.3.1 Goal 

Review of NFPE Phase II against Logframe would indicate that significant 
progress. was made towards the attainment of the overall goal, as revised: 'that 
basic education skills [would be] retained and used by BRAG graduates'. 

In terms of the stipulated targets: 

• 94.3% of female students; 94.2% all, progressed to class 4, Phase II 
total (target at least 80%. including at least 80% of female graduates) 

• 66% completed full primary school cycle over Phase II; including 
female, estimated against targets of at least 60%. inclusing at least 
50% of the female · 

• 44% of BEOC graduates not progresstng to formal school were 
involved In BRAG Rural Development Programme (RDP) training 
activities. 1998 (target at least 20%) 

1.3.2 Purpose 

Similarly, significant progress has clearly been made towards the realization of 
the stated Phase II Programme Purpose: 'Cost effective basic education for poor 
children, especially girls, and currently unserved by primary education system 
provided' 

In terms of the stipulated targets: 

A total of 1.1 million graduates plus 1.1 million ongoing pupils, Phase II, 
(target 1.1 million), of whom 68.2% were female (target 70%). and 88% 
(target 80%) were from the stipulated targets groups as defined against 
basic family economic criteria. The majority of new enrollments were at 
least 8 years old as target. although some younger children were admitted 
In urban schools. Overall almost 93% completed to at least class 3 (target 



90%). Average cost per child of US$18 was incurred, 1988, against an 
initial 1996 estimate of US17.82. per child. 

Desp1te apparent growing community acceptance of education for girls, possibly 
as a result of the earlier BRAC experience, and a consequent willingness to allow 
girls to enter the formal schools. and the probable effect of food support 
programmes at formal pnmary school level. the BRAC NFPE targets for 70% 
female enrollments have remained effectively attainable. This is presumably due 
to the continuing Inability of the formal system to fully serve the needs of girls 
within the specific socio-economic group targeted by NFPE. 

1.3.3 Outputs 

Output 1 NFPE Schools Opened and Operated/Supported by BRAC 
The overall output target of 34,000 operating schools in each of 1996/97, 
1997/98 and 1998/99 was attained. 

Specifically, in terms of the detailed logframe activities and targets: 

Villages were identified and school sites were selected aga1nst stipulated criteria 
based on population, local literacy rate, and number of GOB/NGO schools In 
area Appropriate arrangements for provision of school houses as minimum 
specifications were made, and equipment and supplies provided. NFPE offices 
were established in RDP premises where possible or appropriate office 
accommodation against standard requirements leased. 

Supervisors (29% female. May 1999. against 30% target) were deployed to 
operate within the highly structured and closely monitored BRAC NFPE school 
suoerv1s1on model. As described in Section B below, major review and 
development of the quality assurance systems for NFPE were initiated during the 
Phase and implemented through adjusted dut.1es, addltJonal positions and 
extens1ve training at central and field levels 

Teachers were appotnted for all schools against established criteria and targets. 
Increased training as targel was provided particularly to service the extension of 
coverage at classes IV and V (see also Section B below). The set target for 
school contact hours was Increased during the Phase to better meet the needs of 
the senior primary groups. 

Students were selected against standard criteria School Management 
Comm1ttees were established for all schools. and the standard system of PT 
meetings introduced and centrally monitored against 70% attendance target 

The proposed system of meetings with formal school heads and local 
government education officials was introduced during the Phase and has been 
closely monitored at regional and central levels. 
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The evaluation review observed that while overall targets were attained virtually 
without exception. some difficulties had been experienced in implementation for 
the urban schools within those targets, and within the .established BRAC 
processes. This is discussed in Annex J. 

Output 2 Revised/New Learning Materials Develop 
The major thrust of Output 2 was the support of the ongoing development of 
programme quality for NFPE. 

Specifically three major innovations for the improvement of teaching and teaming 
were introduced as detailed Logframe planning, targets and implementation 
schedules: 

• An experimental interactive radio instructional programme 

• New curriculum and assoCiated teacher and student materials in Social 
Studies and Mathematics, and revised teacher training programs and 
matenats 

• A new language teaching scheme piloted [Concentrated Language 
Encounter) 

In addition. the trial of the innovative Chandina Learning Improvement 
Programme (CLIP) for English, Maths and Social Studies was also commenced 
and is continuing. 

Techniques and materials W!!3re developed, trlalled and evaluated, and based on 
the trials appropriate decisions for full or partial introduction or major modification 
have been made and are m process of implementation. Major specific aspects of 
these developments are reported and discussed in Section 2 below. 

Development and trial of a series of Standardized Achievement Tests (SATs) for 
Bengali. Social Studies. Maths, and English were also undertaken during Phase 
II. These were applied in a samJ')Ie of NFPE schools in 1998. The results of this 
initial testing indicated that over 60% of pupils had attained at least minimum 
standardized learning outcomes across the four subjects (see Annex 1). 

Output 3 Continuing Education Program Developed 
Output 3 focused on the need for consolidation and extension of learning skills 
for graduates, particularly to ensure that the skills of nee-literates were not lost 
following the end of the school period. 

Stipulated activities thus concentrated on extension of Union Libraries and school 
libraries or Reading Centres, the expansion of book stocks, appointment and 
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training of librarians, expansion of library membership and activities and book 
use. In total. 400 new Union Libraries (target 300) were established; 6151 
School libraries (target, 6000, including the Reading Circles Incorporated into the 
school libraries); 379,050 library members (target 230,000) and above target 
book borrowing. 

Output 4 BRAC/NFPE Institut ional Capacity Strengthened 
Output 4 planning prov1ded major inputs for the development of BRAG 
Institutional capacity to better attain the quality objectives of the NFPE program. 
Specific activities focused on development of systems for capacity building, 
personnel planning through systematic processes of JOb description and training 
needs assessment, and regular review of NFPE structural and communication 
arrangements. The highly specific targets set for these activities were attained. 

Major assistance was also provided for the development of training programs 
and materials and the provision of direct training of NFPE professional and 
managerial staff development (116,508 person days of training) and teacher 
development (2 .3 mill ion person days provided across Phase II). Correlated 
international and national external professional tra1ning, and limited use of 
specialist international consultant expertise also occurred during Phase II . 

. 
Training and quality management development initiatives are further discussed in 
Section B below 

Findings 

As noted above, the Logical Framework Analysis document for 
Phase II underwent substantial and continuing change to facilitate its 
use as a planning and implementation guide, and as a basis for 
reporting. 

It would appear, however, that difficulties were experienced in its 
sys tematic and effective use for these purposes. In part these arose 
from continuing logical problems in the structure of the framework 
itself, in particular its failure to associate activities and their 
accompanying targets with the outputs they were presumably meant 
to produce. As produced, moreover, the Logframe was limited to the 
Donor Consortium support which, properly was a subset of the wider 
total NFPE Phase II project as a whole. Attempts to link detailed 
financial reporting to the logframe were similarly impractical because 
no distinction was made between financially dependent and 
financially neutral activities, and full separation of overall activities 
was complex and misleading. 

More importantly, perhaps, the logframe as developed assumed a 
regular continuity of activity, input and output, largely in formal 
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standard calendar periods. The ongoing operation of the schools, 
their replacement and new startup, the employment of teachers and 
so on, is difficult to systematize into regular reporting phases as 
implicit in several of the logframe indicators. Reporting against 
targets above, particularly of school numbers by period is thus 
extremely difficult. 

The logframe model as developed, moreover, appeared ill suited to 
the nature of BRAC NFPE development. This development has been 
largely characterized by very rapid and often significant change in 
the process of implementation, on the basis of ongoing 'action 
research' trial and modification. Such change has frequently been 
proactive, and this has probably been a major strength of NFPE. 
Inevitably thus, the logframe as developed does not continue to fully 
reflect the realities of the implementation processes. 

If a detailed logframe process is required there appears to be a need 
for detailed consultation between BRAC and the donors at the time 
of project planning to ensure that the framework is both real and 
meaningful in BRAC development terms; matches the operational 
processes of NFPE, and also provides a realistic and efficient basis 
for reporting. 

Review of NFPE Phase II against Logframe would confirm that 
significant progress was made towards the attainment of the overall 
goal of NFPE Phase II, and towards the realization of the stated 
Phase II Programme Purpose: 'Cost effective basic education for 
poor children, especially girls, and currently unserved by primary 
education system'. This has been realized by the timely and effective 
implementation of the vast majority of the stipulated activities to at 
least the set target levels, and often significantly beyond .. 

2 COST EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF NFPE 

2.1 Introduction 

The Evaluation Team reviewed available evidence of the relative costs of 
provtston of baste primary education in Bangladesh. 1 Despite the stgmftcant 
series of studies now available. and used in the analysis below, highly detailed 
comparisons must be treated with extreme caution. Precise figures on whtch 

' Major studies consulted were: 
UNDP, Human Development Report in South Asia, 1998-The Education Challenge. University 
Press, Dhaka, 1998 
Appraisal or the Proposal for BRAG's Education Programme Phase Ill, Donor Consortium, Donor 
Liaison Office. September 1998 
ADS, Nonrormai Education Project PPTA TA No 2103-BAN, final Report, Vol1, Dec 1994 
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comparisons can properly be bas!'ld are impossible to determine because of (i) 
the lack of detailed data per se (ii) the problems of valuing 'in kind' contributions 
between different agencies, (iii) the ~nfusions of definition and thus of 
determining lncludeC:ilexcluded Items, and (iv) the tac;k of strictly comparable time 
series. 

A further major problem In relative cost comparisons arises for the conceptual 
issues involved in treatment of what .may be regarded as fixed costs of provision. 
or Indeed direct soci.al costs, for government schools. Some studies have 
tncluded estimated annual rent or capital servicing costs on fixed buildings for 
government schools. which, it has been arg!Jed dlstor:t the real Fecurrent costs of 
provision, especially where the very high land-value of long-established 
governemnt sehools in urban areas is involved. 

2.2 Comparative C.ost Efficiency 

Nevertheless general conclusions can be drawn from available data In such a 
way as to enable broad comparisons to be made while .avoiding most of the 
complications of detailed estimates. lh broad terms, the current full costs of 
provision of prlmar)t edu.cation in nonformal programs under the major NGOs In 
Bangladesh, including any direct compulsory rosts to parents, are all under 
US$20. J1.me 1999.2 

• 

The current comparable annual costs per child per year in a government pnmary 
school (adji,Jsted for compulsory private ·costs and basic management overheads) 
is probably at least double that of nonformaJ provision-possibly significantly 
more if full and comparable allowance could be made for all central 
administr.ation and provisiqn costs. Major differences in salaries and teachers 
allowance costs account for a significant part of the differential. 

It Is Important to s.tress tha~ these comparisons Involve the provision of education 
programmes which are accepted by government as equivalent, (that is formal 
primary and nonformal primary) under the officially sanc;tloned providers. 
However attempts to refine the analysis to include the relative quality of 
provision, within this broad ·equtvalence of provtsion', for example the relative 
a!tainment sc;ore.s of learners. exaq:!rbates the definitional and cost estimation 
problems. and renders the resulting cost estimates subjec;t to serious challenge. 

1 Private costs Include aU direct cash co.sts to parents-Incurred In meeting the cost of education. 
For Bangladesh government primary schools such costs will include some materials costs. costs 
of uniforms; and direct fee levies by the schools. Some analyses have also Included the costs of 
private tuitlon, that Is where parents pay for additional teaching thought ~senti a I to ensure 
satisfactory school progress. In general. opportunity costs forgqne-that Is allowance for Income 
the family could have received from the labour of the child, directly or In kind-is not Included In 
suoh analysis. Different treatment of 'private costs' between studies Is a flllther complication In 
making appropriate cost comparfso.ns. 
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What can properly be done given the available data Is to make adjustment to the 
unit cost estimates to allow for the success rates and drop out rates in the 
vanous types of prov•s•on. While dropout rates in government pnmary schools 
do appear to be declining, they are still significantly higher than those tn the 
nonformal schools? On lh1s basis the recent 1998 UNDP Human Development 
Report for South Asia points out that BRAC schools provide primary school 
education to a child at less than US$20 per year•, whereas the real annual cost 
per child in government conducted formal primary schools in Bangladesh, after 
counting dropouts and repeaters, is US$515

. 

2.3 Cost Effectiveness: the Benefits of Education 

Current practice in the economics of education in regard to the measurement of 
real return on investment in educaiJon at lhe primary level, tends to assume that 
the provision of basic education to those who are otherwise unserved by existing 
systems carries its own justification While earlier studies, most notably in Africa 
1n the 1970s and 1980s. have tndtcated extraordinarily high rates of return on 
investment in basic education, it appears likely that what is more critical is the 
mi)( of economic, social and personal benefits that result from the provts1on of 
basic education to those otherwise unserved, particularly girls. Thus for 
Bangladesh, reputable long-term studies have shown that the recurrent cos1 of 
one girl's education is exceeded almost threefold by the cost benefits resulhng 
from reduced child mortality and female fertility alone.6 

' A 1998 sutvey estimale ot primary eduC<Jtion showed a total primary school dropout rate of 
26 I% lor girls and 28.0% for boys. For fonnal primary schools only {government and registered 
non-government} lhe suMval rates through the primary cycle were significantly tower for fonnal 
schools separalely than lor all SChools 44.2% gins. compared with 49.4%, thai is lncludmg 
noufonnal pnmary schools. see Hopes not Complacence The Education Watch Repon. 1999, A 
M R Chowdhury R K Choudhury and Samlr R Nalh, Eds, Third Draft , CAMPE. Dhaka 01 July 
1999 
• E\RAC financial da1a reviewed by 1he Evalua1ion Team, Augusl 1999, showed lhe lollowong 
breakd<lwn ror NFEP annual cost at May 1999: 

Item 
Teacher Cost 

{Training, Salaries, Travel) 
Student Books and Supplies 
Operation and Management 

[Field operations, central 
management. R&D] 

Total 

US$ 

7.50 (40.5%) 
8.50 {46%) 

2,50 (1 3.5%) 
18.50 (1 00'4) 

' UNDP, Human Development Report in South Asia, 1998-The Education Challenge, UniveiSlty 
Press. Onaka. 1998 
8 Summers, L H., 'Investing in People'. Policy Rese8fcll Working Papers, Series 905, The World 
Bank. Washington DC, 1992 UNDP. Human Development Report in South Asia, 1998-The 
Edue<~tion Challenge, University Press, Dhaka, 1998 
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In lhese terms the continuation of the BRAC targets for its NFPE prov1s1on: 
children of 8 years of age, 80% from the families of continuing poverty and 
dispossession, and 70% girls, are of the utmost significance. 

3 NFPE MANAGEMENT 

3.1 Background 

BRAG's organization mission Is poverty reduction and the economic and social 
advancement of the poorest section of the population. Its NFPE activities have 
been a coherent element of this mission, with the direct purpose under Phase II 
of providing cost effective basic education for poor children, especially gir1s, and 
currently unserved by the primary education system. 

The Evaluation Team has been impressed by the expertise and comm1tment of 
BRAGs NFPE professional, managerial and support staff. They have clearly 
been able to provide effective education direction and leadership and efficient 
management for the attainment of the Phase II goal and purpose. 

The BRAG NFPE team have coherent and realistic plans to continue to increase 
thn levels of education expertise for programme planning and curriculum, 
pedagogy and student monitoring and assessment, teacher development 
imolementation and management These will better equip them to attain the 
Phase Ill obJectives. and to continue to contribute to the attainment of the BRAG 
miSSIOn. 

A 1;urrent Organogram for BRAG, NFPE Phase Ill is included as Annex E. 

3.2 Ongoing Development 

SJ:ecific activities towards Logframe Output 4; BRACINFPE lnstJtutianal Capac1ty 
Strengthened have been reviewed in Chapter I above and are summarized 
against targets in Annex D These have included the ongoing development of 
output hnked personnel systems 1nclud1ng production of specific job descnptions 
and performance targets. with regular personnel review, training needs 
assessment and systematic staff development against organization needs They 
have also included the review and redevelopment of NFPE 
structuralfcommunication arrangements, and the systematic decentralization of 
quality responsibilities within overall monitoring frameworks. 

The inter-related complex of quality improvement initiatives, professional 
developmen1 and management initiatives for increas1ng levels of quality 
assurance that have been introduced throughout Phase II, and will serve NFPE 
Pr ase Ill, are discussed in detail in Section B below. 
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3.3 Monitqnng 

BRAC NFPE is served by a dedicate.d monitoring unit responsible for MIS. The 
unit Is responsible for collecting and collating basic (non financial) data from field 
and central levels and for develqping and maintaining systems for data gatherrn·g, 
collatirig and reporting. Regular rep.orts, on a needs based schedule system, ar~ 
distributed to responsible field and 'central officers as the basis for monitoring, 
review and planning. Random regular checking at field Ieite! and at centres is 
Per~ed oJJL 

BRAC also has .a separate Mqnito·iing and Audit Division reporting directly to the 
Execi.Jilve Director, which Includes NFPE within itS wider scqpe. This dlvfslon 
does not directly duplicate the wark of the NFPE monitoring s.ystem, but does 
exercise an lndepend!:!nt internal auelit and monitoring function over the financial 
management and delivery of ihe NFPE programme at focal, field and centrai 
levels. 



SECTION 2: QUALITATNE ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEMENTS IN PHASE II 

4. QUALITY lMPROVEMENTS INTRODUCED ll'l PHASE II 

Any cpnsideration of what has beeh achieved in Phase II of the NFPE 
programme draws attention to the proce·ss by which these achievements have 
ceen realized. While the programme appears to operate lwithin a tightly 
formalized structure that relies heavily on stylized 'modelling' to Implement its 
preferred teaching methods and ways of working, It appears at the same time to 
ac::ommodate, and even promote, a process of negotiated dialogue that allows 
for easy upward as well as downward flows of information. This may in part be 
due to the fact that most staff, even at Head Office level, visit schools and are 
therefore aware· of the context in which the education programme is re~alized. A 
dlscernable strength oJ NFPE is the extremely close relationship between all 
levels of the organization. · 

The importance of 'connection' or 'relationship' is a recurri~g theme which 
surfaces at different levels of the NFPE programme. Inherent in these terms are 
Issues regarding how individuals position thems.elves In relation(to others and In 
relation to the work in hand. Issues of this nature form an important undercurrent 
informing the implementation of qualitative changl:)s in Phase II. 

The importance of connection and relationship was also evident during Phase I. 
At that stage the concern with quality was largely focused on what happened in 
thn classroom. NFPE's "Indicators of Quality" include numerous refe.rences to 
the importance of estab Jishing a close relationship: 

• between the teacher and the children 

• between the teacher and the parents 

• among the children In the classroom, 

The 1nd1cators include phrases such as "teachers/.learners take pride in the 
school premises", "teacher Interacts enthusiastically with learners'', ''children are 

' cunous to learn" Creating a conducive learning environment where a child can 
relate to what she is learning has rema1ned important. 

In the course of the .evaluation of Phase. II, the Evaluatio[l Team observed that 
although the 'quality focus' broadened considerably during this s~cc;>nd phase to 
include concerns with curriculum, materials, teacher competence, and support 
structures. the emphasis on relationship remained constant. As the quality 
agenda widened, Issues to do with roles and relationships among staff have 
come more to the fore. This is most cit:!arly manifested in how the challenge 
posed to the existing line management, by the insertion of a Quality Manager 
post, is being handled. 
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4.1 Quality Management System 

Responsibility for quality assurance in NFPE has been decentralized through the 
appointment of Quality Managers at regional level. The functions of these 
managers and their relationship with other managers within the NFPE line 
management structure are outlined in Annex F. In evaluating the current and 
potential of the quality management system to function effectively in terms of 
maintaining standards and initiating on-going improvements to the quality of 
NFPE's educatJOnal provision. the Evaluation Team considered the extent to 
which the system has the potential to be responsive to the needs of frontline staff 
and ensure that improvements will impact on teaching practices. A concerted 
effort has been made to appoint women within the quality management structure. 

4. 1. 1 The Appointment of Quality Managers 7 

Thirty-eight Quality Managers (OMs) are now in position covering the 43 regional 
dlv1s1ons. By early 1998. 14 OMs had been selected. 6 were recruited from Team 
in Charge (TIC) level and 8 from amongst the Reg1onal Managers (RMs). Over 
the following year it was decided that the TICs, because of their direct links with 
the schools and front lina field staff. were in the best position to exercise the 
functions associated with the new post of OM. The 8 RMs previously selected 
were reassigned and a further 32 TICs were recruited as QMs in May 1999. Of 
the 38 OMs appo1nted there are 11 women and 27 men. 

4. 1.2 Responsibilities of the Quality Manager 

The OM is located with1n what is now a formalized quality management structure. 
In February 1999 the selection and training of Master Trainers (MTs) and Batch 
Trainers (BTs) began. The OM werks directly with both of these. groups. 

The MTs were selected from all staff levels including TIC. PO, JPO and from 
among the Resource Teachers. MTs are located at Team Office level. As 
suoject specialists they .conduct training for teachers and Team Office staff 
They also v1s1t schools and offer professional pedagogical adv1ce to teachers. 
W11en necessary, the MTs devise practical solutions for teachers who encounter 
difficulties MTs also note any creative Improvisations individual teachers have 
devised and formalize. and disseminate these to other teachers. This level of 
school based support also· incorporates elements of supervision and Inspection 

Batch Trainers (BTs) are recruited from among the teachers. At Team level 
teachers are divided Into 'Batches' of ten to twenty. Each batch is composed of 
teachers operating at the same grade. BTs conduct training in a specific subject 
area within their own teacher batch and with no more than two other batches. 

1 1l' ~ norn+Nttlrm d Wlf Vt1!t1 respons!ollcy for quanry 1mpr<Netnet'!a. .ucn ae M1 ~r Tr ill'el't Siteh T f'l{(letJ.. fitrJtPOUR;tt r eal:ho!•-<trd Ou•hll 

MIll"' l·2¢"1 lf'lofOII-9& tn. lntemal allooa.aon or d!Ziel ~ -:lii61UlQ c:>!fiOfl(llfl .,-.a IIOeilil r\Qt c:brt'Y t ddmot!lt cc.1 •mpllro11Q115 
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They also offer training to Team Office staff. BTs continue to operate as 
teachers and take on thetr training role as an extra responsibility. 

The QM has responsibility for identifying, selecting and developing MTs Who in 
turn identify BTs . 

As with much of the quality related . development within NFPE details regarding 
implementatton are constantly under revtew. For example there is a concern at 
present that a significant number of candidates selected by the QM for MT 
training are not appropriate. The EDU are keen that the QM selects candidates 
who are capable of undertaking tratntng and also have the skills needed to 
undertake field work at school level. The QMs are concerned that the strongest 

· candidates have already been selected and they have no option but to select 
from the rematnder. The QMs suggest that the length of the training provided to 
these candidates be extended from the current 5 days so that candidates can 
acqutre the sktlls needed The QMs have also suggested that it Is possible for a 
MT to specialize in 2 subject areas. Thts would allow for greater utilization of the 
most able MTs. 

Rndings 

The process of negotiation, review and fine tuning which 
characterizes the establishment of the quality management system 
exemplifies good practice in ensuring the commitment of those 
responsible for its implementation, and ultimately the relevance and 
appropriateness of the systems. · 

The selection of MTs from different levels within the organization, the 
inclusion of Resource Teachers among these candidates, and the 
appointment of Batch Trainers from among the ranks of the teachers, 
indicates an appreciation on the part of EDU, of the important 
contribution individuals can make In developing NFPE, irrespective 
of their designated rank. It also indicates a recognition of, and a 
desire to avail of the wealth of knowledge that exists among 
experienced practitioners. 

Ensuring the competence of the Master Trainers in their specialist 
subject and in their ability to offer meaningful support to the 
teachers and to other staff at team level, Is an important 
consideration. Those responsible for designing and implementing 
the quality management system are anxious to ensure that the MTs 
are in a position to function as intended. Although approximately 
1,000 MTs are in place it is too early to assess their overall 
effectiveness. What can be said at this stage is that the EDU is 
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acutely aware of the potential pitfalls and is monitoring the situation 
closely. 

4 .1.3 The Research and Development Function of the QM 

As the designation implies the primary function of the OM is one of quality 
assurance. It is anticipated that the OM wil l play a pivotal role in mediating 
between the EDU and the field-based practitioners in issues relating directly to 
pedagogical practice. They are also perceived as key players in the shift to 
decentralize oper<Jtional responsibility to regional leveL 

The EDU describes the process of cultivating a culture of concern with quality as 
one that necessitates identifying the purpose of the overall activity and reflecting 
on the extent to which individual activities are serving that purpose. This is seen 
as requiring: 

•collaborative working arr.angements that re.cogni.ze good performance 
irrespective of status 
•relationships between all the key players that are Interdependent and 
reciprocal in nature 
·flexibility within confined boundaries that minimize the risk of lowering 
standards. 

The EDU is attempting to model this way of working in how it is engaging with the 
OMs For example at monthly meetings the EDU and OMs together identify 
tasks to be undertaken by the OMs. These tasks involve collecting informat1on 
relating to issues that are contenlious or problematic. Over the following month 
the OMs undertake Investigations in the field to complete these tasks and report 
back to the next meeting. EDU discusses the feedback with NFPE management 
and policies are developed in light of the OMs findings. 

Finding 

The Evaluation Team believes that the data-gathering tasks being 
undertaken by the QMs are important. The information that emerges 
will promote reflection on the part of the QMs and will stimulate 
responses that enhance the quality of NFPE. This ki nd of activity 
may also prove to be useful when the EDU shifts fu lly into its 
developmental role in Pha~e IlL 

4.1.4 Positioning the Quality Manager within the Current Structure 

While, as stated earlier the quality management structure is formalized, the 
responsibilities and authority of the OM in relation lo other managers. In 
particular the Regional Managers (RMs), is still being refined. The Evaluation 
Team observed a meeting of RMs and OMs which sought to clarify areas of 
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separate and joint responsibility. A detailed report on the meeting i:s presented in 
Annexe J. 

The most remarkable feature of the session wa~ that the parties directly affected 
by thts new arrangement were themselves deciding how best to position 
themselves in relation to each other . 

• 
This k1nd of approach to managing change essentially allows resolutions to 
practical difficulties to evolve organically, albeit within a struetured process. It 
ealls for a high degree of cooperation, collaboration, and undoubtedly trust, on 
th(! part of all involved. It also requires organizational capacity to tolerate 
re.asonable levels of uncertainty at management levels. 

Much of the quality related changes introduced in Phase II appear to have 
followed a similar paflem. Narrative accounts by EDU staff that relate the 
sequence of events dunng thts period. and describe the logistical or other 
obstacles encountered and the subsequent amendments to plans or changes sf 
dl rection, all indicate a way of working that is characterized by constant 
negotiation. eonsuitahon and experiential learning on their part. Their action 
plans incorporate high levels of flexibility to accommodate this way of working. 

Findings 

The Phase II proposal document fails to capture the dynamic nature 
of the process used to implement a quality management system 
within NFPE. In the proposal document there is a tendency to focus 
on what will happen rather than how it will happen. Adherence to 
principles of good practice that promote participation on the part of 
staff in decision-making, ensure motivation, enable job satisfaction 
and engender commitment, did not feature strongly in the document. 
In contrast these consideration have been and continue to be, 
evidenced in the processes used to Implement quality management 
within NFPE. 

The significance of having a direct link between staff responsible for 
planning or supervision and the primary beneficiary of the service 
i.e. the Ieamer, is particularly evident in the way in which quality 
improvements were approached during Phase II, iri particular the 
assignment of quality related responsibility to staff. 

The process by which quality management is being institutionalized 
draws attention to the nature of the relationship between Head Office 
and Field staff. It terms of accountability, it is apparent that EDU 
staff, who are managing. the process perceive themselves as 
accountable to the field based practitioners. 
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The Evaluation Team believe that In Phase II the ground work needed 
to establish a sound quality management system has been largely 
completed. 

4.2 Curriculum Development 

During Phase II three significant Initiatives were undertaken in the curriculum 
development area. These are. 

the Concentrated Language Encounter (CLE) 
Interactive Radio Instruction (IRI) 
Chandina Learning Improvement Project (CUP) 

4.2.1 Concentrated Language Encounter (CLE) 

The CLE language teachtng methodology was introduced to enhance the 
teaching of Bangia. In 1995 ten schools began a one-year pilot using CLE. It 
was found to be effective but costly and by 1997 it was evident that the CLIP 
proJecl had much to offer by way of improving language teachtng methodology. 
At this point it was decided not to replicate CLE widely. However, it was no I 
completely abandoned. Currently five schools are using the CLE approach 

Allhough CLE has not been mainstrearned within NFPE, the creattve 
methodologies that are central to the CLE approach have be.en tnfiuenttal tn 
sttmufattng thinktng regardtng participative reaming techniques. 

4.2.2 Interactive Radio Instruction (IRI) 

Work on the IRI project began as far back as 1993. The project involved the use 
of audto matenals to support the teaching of English language By 1997 IRI was 
in use in over 1.000 NFPE schools and 17 government schools. 

Evaluations of IRI indicated a number of weaknesses including the sequencing of 
tht~ language proficiency skills being taught, an overly urban bias that made it 
difficult for rural learners to relate to the content, and the prohib1t1ve costs 
involved 1n providing the necessary equipment for use in the schools. The 
pmject has been shelved for the moment but there are plans to revive it within 
the next 3 months. 

A key learning from this experience has been the need to design materials with 
the user in mind. The MDU I EDU are now clearly attentive to the accessibility of 
all the materials they produce 

4.2.3 Chandina Learning Improvement Project (CLIP) 

The CLIP project is still underway. It is pnmarily concerned with enhancing the 
capacity of the teacher to utilize a more varied repertoire of lnstructJonal 
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techniques. The CLIP experience has been the most influential pedagogical 
Initiative undertaken by NFPE. Wort< undertaken within this project has resulted 
in the production of textbook, Ieamer workbooks and supplementary materials to 
support the use of government textbooks, particularly at Grades IV and V. 

To date supplementary materials have been produced under the CLIP project for 
Bangia for all grades, Social Studi~s grades I to Ill, Science grades IV to V. 
English grade II. The CLIP team are now focusing on the production of materials 
for grade V in each of the subject areas not already covered. 

The CLIP project is the most recent and most exciting curriculum development 
initiative introduced during Phase II. The pilot has to date Involved 162 schools 
(in 1997) and a further 1 ,400 schools at present. So far the results are 
impressive. It is anticipated that the most lasting impact of CLIP will be in the 
area of teaching methodologies. 

Findings 

CLE, IRI and CLIP have provided opportunities for NFPE to 
experiment with a range of teaching methodologies. In addition the 
principles of activity-based learning and the potential use of audio 
and visual, as well as written, materials in the classroom has gained 
wider recognition in the agency as a whole. 

These initiatives, in particular the CLIP which involves an 
experienced educator, provides an on-going opportunity for the 
agency to benefit from the application of such expertise within the 
NFPE programme. These benefits have had positive impacts on 
NFPE to date and are likely to continue to do so well into the future. 

Overall the Evaluation Team is impressed by the CLIP project and 
recognizes that it has raised awareness of a range of techniques that 
can be exploited to promote learning. It has essentially provided a 
format in which to experiment without jeopardizing good practice. 
Those staff who have been associated with the CLIP project have 
acquired valuable and transferable skills in the design and 
development of curriculum and In material production. 

4.3 Development of Instructional Materials 

In the course of Phase II the Material Development Unit (MOU/EOU) designed, 
piloted and produced a prodigious amount of Instructional materials. A complete 
list of these materials and the dates of completion is given in Annex G. As 
ev 1dent from the list the output has been constant since the start of Phase II. 
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In addition to producing the texts, workbooks and supplementary materials, the 
subject teams within the MDU have provided training for Master Trainers and 
Batch Trainers responsible for teacher training in specific subject areas. The 
following table shows the numbers trained in each subject. 

Subject MTs Trained BTs Trained 
Social Studies (1- 207 58 
Ill) • 

Social Science 72 -
(IV-V) 

Mathematics 342 ao 
Bangia 98 -

English 291* 36 

.. . 
•A number or English MTs nave smce been recruited a.s Quality Managers and Will therefore not 
continue to ope<ate as MTs. 

As mentione.d above it is too early to determine the effectiveness of the training 
provided to the MTs and BTs. Those who were encountered in the field 
appeared to be competent in their specialist subje.ct and capable of providing the 
support needed by teachers in the classroom. Similarly the training and selectk>n 
procedures currenUy in place appear to be rigorous and well throughout . 

The training of MTs and BTs is on-going. The target is 450 MTs for each subject. 
It is anticipated that this training wilf be completed by December 1999. MDU staff 
are currenUy focusing on completing this tr.alnlng and producing materials for 
Grade V. 

As NFPE expanded its provtston to lncl.ude Grades IV and V it was initially 
iAtanded to utilize government textbooks whatever thetr shortcomings, while at 
the same l ime providing quar.ty s.uppleinentary materials to ensure that teachers 
and learners could deal with this materiaL It was felt that if different texts were 
introduced there might be a danger that the NFPE curriculum would diverge from 
the government ·curriculum. Thts coUld have a negative impact on the learners 
when they entered mainstream education in Grade VI. 

The difficulties encountered by teachers using the government texts has been 
such that the MDU has revised its position. The intention now Is to rewrite 
(rather than revise) the government texts8 so that they are more user friendly. 
Otherwise the MDU will need to provide extremely detailed supplementary 

8 A de.cision has yet to be made on whether or not to rewrite the English text. 
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materlall\ f.or the teacher and the learners.. Tl'lis would be prohibitively costly. It 
is expected that the NFPE rewritten texts may be used by other providers also. 

Finding 

The Evaluation Team is very Impressed by the quantity and quality of 
the educational materials produced duri·ng Phase II and the training 
provided to field level staff to enable them to use this material 
effectively. 

4.4 Teacher Training 

There is a tendency to view BRAC teachers as under eduel:lted and under 
trained. At the start of Phase I this may have been a valid perception. At his 
point in lime. however, it is ne longer the case for a growing maJority of NFPE 
teachers. Twe thirds of those currently within the system have been educated to 
Grade 1 0 or beyond. This has implications regarding the capacity of teachers to 
handle subjects up to Grade V level and to benefit from teacher trairung. 

While the pre-services training for new teachers is short a hallmark of NFPE 
teacher training is regular and ·on-goirig refresher training. All teachers, 
regardless of their experience. receive this training. 

The methodology used in all teacher training mirrors the teaching methodc:~logy to 
be used 1n the classroom. In th1s way teacher training incorporates content and 
methedology at the same time. New subject matter it is delivered to the teacher 
in the exactly the same format that s.he In tum Is expected to use in the 
classroom. 

In addition to this group based training, 192 Resource Teachers were nominated 
during Phase II to provide support to indiVidual teachers in the classroom. 
Resource Teachers were recruited from among those teachers who had 
completed two school cycles. As Such they were familiar with the NFPE system 
and well positloned to act as mentors to less experienced teachers. 

As the focus on developing the overall educational capacity of the NFPE 
programme gained momentum towards the latter part of Phase II and more 
sophisticated quality assurance systems were put in place, the majority of 
Resource Teachers were trained as Master T ralners. 

Finding 

The appointment of the Resource Teachers can be seen as an initial 
step in the development of an elaborate network of support. It also 
signalled recognition that the teachers as a body have a great deal to 
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offer to the organization. It Is acknowledged within NFPE that much 
of the quality improvements in teacher training and support during 
Phase II were contingent on the success of the Resource Teachers. 
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5. PILOT SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

Pnor to Phase II, NFPE and ESP schools covered only Grades I to Ill of the 
primary school curriculum. In Phase II one thousand NFPE schools extended 
their cycle from three to four years and extended their provision to include 
Grades IV and V.9 

Regional Managers were asked to identify NFPE schools which were about to 
complete Grade Ill and therefore ready to move on to Grade IV. From these lists 
1 ,000 schools spread throughout the country were selected for the pilot. 

In the Phase II proposal document10 it was anticipated that 500 schools would 
commence their four year cycle In 1994 and a further 500 in 1995. In practice all 
1.000 plio! schools commenced in 1995 and completed a four calendar year 
cycle covering Grades I to IV in 1999. 

Responsibility for implementing the pilot was largely delegated to the Individual 
Teams concerned. 

5.1 Rationale for Expanding the Coverage of Grades 

The rationale given in the Phase II proposal for extending coverage to include 
Grades IV and V was as follows· 

• difficulties in mainstream1ng BRAC graduates into formal pnmary schools 
and 

• a demand for the full primary school cycle from parents. 

W1th regard to the mainstreaming difficulties, two factors were mentioned: (i) high 
dropOllt rates for BRAG graduates in the formal system 'due to costs and an 
un1nsp1nng enwonment' and (ii) higher retention rates for children enrolled in 
formal primary schools therefore reducing the number of places available for 
transfers at Grade IV level 

The Phase II proposal document omits to mention that by the start of Phase II the 
govemment was actively encourag1ng NGOs to extend their coverage to Include 
the full primary school curriculum. This is clearly stated in The National Plan of 
Action 

According to NFPE staff the govemment stipend available to girls going into 
Grade VI was also a factor that influenced their decision. There was evidence 
that BEOC graduates who completed all five Grades within the three year BEOC 

9 BEOC schools already covered Grades 1 to V, but did so within a three year span. 
10 The pilot schools were not specifically menUoned in the LFA. 
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cycle, were gaining admission to Grade VI under this scheme. It was fell that 
girls coming through the NFPE schools could also avail of this opportunity and 
would 1n fact be better prepared for the transition after 4 years schooling. 

Findings 

It is evident that the pilot schools were never intended to be viewed 
as an 'experiment' to determine whether or not NFPE schools should 
offer Grades IV and V in the future. Rather, they were perceived as 
field trials to provide opportunities for NFPE to determine how best 
to implement its expansion. In other words the expansion i tself was 
not in question. 

Because the pilot schools did not constitute a discreet, coherent and 
finite activity in their own right, they have to be considered in terms 
of impacts on the programme as a whole. The experience of 
operating the pilot schools provided an opportunity for NFPE to 
identify what changes needed to be put in place in order to be in a 
position to expand its provision from three to five grades in all the 
NFPE schools. 

5.2 Performance of the Pilot Schools 

Statistics compiled by NFPE on the progress of the children enrolled in the pilot 
schools, show that just over 90% of those who completed Grade V, gamed 
admission to formal schools. Of these more than 90% gained admission to 
Grade VI. This transfer took place in March 1999 and there are as yet. no 
mean1ngful data available pertaimng to retention levels among those who have 
transferred 

NFPE statistics show a dropout rate, over the 4 year cycle In the pilot schools, of 
B 5% (2 791 children} When these are taken into account we find that 74.5% of 
th!: inil ial intake of 32.727 children who enrolled in 1995. gamed adm1ssion to 
formal schools at Grade VI level 

The following table compares these findings with previous data. 

Percentage Transfers to the Formal System 
Period %Transfers (rounded} 
Jan - June '97 • 91 
July - Dec '97 • 98 
Jan - June '98 * 94 
Average Jan '97- June '98 93 
Pilot Schools 90 
(' Stats extFaded !rom NFPE II Half Yearly Reports to Donors) 
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The total dropout rate for the pilot schools of 8.5% is comparable with previous 
rates. It has to be noted that any comparison of data between schools that only 
went as far as Grade Ill. and the pilot schools, has to allow for the fact the 
children In the pilot schools transferred at a later stage. II could be argued. that a 
comparison of transfer rates between 'regular' NFPE schools and the pilot 
schools, should count those who stayed on in the pilot schools after Grade Ill as, 
in effect, internal transfers. In the pilot schools, up to Grade Ill, the dropout rate 
was 5.9%. Therefore, the percentage transfer to Grade IV or above for the pilot 
schools. was in the order of 94% and comparable with the average figure of 93% 
in the above table. 

Irrespective of how the rate of transfer is calculated, a more crucial consideration 
is the numbers who complete primary education. There is ample evidence that 
chtldren who complete primary school are more likely to retain the Uteracy skills 
they acquire. 

Findings 

Tracking data showing the proportion of Grade Ill NFPE graduates 
who completed their primary education in mainstream schools are 
not available. The experience of NFPE staff is that up to a third of 
those who transferred into mainstream schools after Grade Ill 
dropped out and did not complete primary schoot.11 In light of this 
information, the performance of the pilot schools represents a major 
improvement in the overall rate of primary school completion for 
NFPE graduates. 

The schools involved in the pilot did not expect to proceed neither 
for four years (nor to complete five Grades) when they began in 1995. 
As such, teachers, children and parents had to reorientate 
themselves to the new situation at relatively short notice. In such 
circumstances it might be reasonable to expect an exceptionally 
high rate of dropout, particularly at the end of Grade Ill. This was not 
the case. 

An important factor that needs to be considered in relation to the 
performance of the pilot schools, is last year's major flood. Most 
schools, including the pilot schools, closed during this period. In 
some cases the disruption lasted for up to two months. Given the 
extremely difficult circumstances that prevailed In July and August 
1998 and in the immediate aftermath of the flood, the performance of 
the pilot schools is remarkable. 

11 The findings of a 1991 study conducted by the Research and Evruuadon Division indicate 
similar levels of drop out. 
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5.3 Teach er Training 

Currently teachers moving into Grade IV are given 15 days training. Eight days 
are devoted to Maths training. The monthly refresher training provides 
opportunities for supplementary training. In addition the support system outlined 
above provides on-site practical ass1stance to teachers. 

' 

Teachers in the pilot schools received less detailed Initial training before they 
began Grade IV. Refresher training was relied on to prepare them for each new 
segment to be taught. 

The incremental Impact of the pilot schools on 9perational practices within NFPE, 
is perhaps most evident in the area of teacher training. NFPE Head Office staff 
emphasize that at the start of Phase II they had not fully anticipated the 
complexity and extent of the changes necessary to adequately prepare and offer 
appropriate on-going support to the teachers delivering Grades IV and V, 

NFPE had experience offering Grades IV and V within the BEOC schools for 
older children. While th1s experience gave them the confidence to extent the. 
grade coverage in the NFPE schools there were fundamental differences 
between the schools These include the age of the learners and the decision to 
clc•sely follow the government curriculum tn the non-BEOC schools. 

As the pilot schools proceeded It became obvious that there was a need for 
systematic teacher training in specific subjects and a need for more streamlined 
teacher supports. A bnef look at the steps taken to address these 1ssues 
caotures the 'action research' approach used to address these issues. 

In 1996 the Materials Development Unit (MDU/EDU) produced teacher guides for 
Grades IV and V It was anticipated that training on the .use of these guides 
would be conducted by the NFPE Training Unit. 

In 1997 MDU JOined the Training Unit to prepare a select group of 40 to delivery 
of teacher training The group included T ARC trainers, Managers and TICs. In 
the course of the training session It became obvious that the TICs were in the 
best position to conduct teacher training. The MDU recognized that those who 
were in direct contact With the schools and Involved in refresher training for the 
teachers would bring a fresh a somewhat critical approach to training. This was 
essential to further refine the training plan and make it relevant to the teachers. 

Up to this point TARC trainers had conducted initial or basic training for new 
teachers and some teacher training in Maths. It was decided to carry on with this 
arrangement but not to rely on T ARC trainers for the specialist training needed 
for Grades IV and V. 
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II was further decided to use the TARCs as a venue for specialist subject training 
conducted by the Master Trainers. Over time the TARC trainers expressed an 
interest 1n becoming involved and to date 56 TARC staff have received Master 
Training in MathematicS and 39 liaile been designated as MTs. 

The MDUIEDU also decided to take direct responsibility for the preparatlon of 
field staff who wer.e e.xpected io train· and support teachers. This was done to 
minimize the 'distance' between those who produced the materials and the end 
user.s.12 

Fi ndings 

The teaching challenges posed by the expansion into Grades IV and 
V, has Informed the review of teacher training within NFPE. New 
teacher training and support procedures are in place and the 
Evaluation Team is confident that these procedures are adequate to 
meet the immediate needs Of the expanded programme. It is not 
possible at this early stage to determine the extent to which these 
procedures wilt be adequately Implemented across the entire 
programme over an extended period of time. What can be said, 
however, is that the resp.onslveness demons1rated to date by NFPE 
indicates a capacity to adequately address any problems that arise in 
relation to teacher training. 

The· series of pragmatic decisions made in relation to teacher 
training during Phase II, strategically positioned the MDUIEDU as a 
key player in the development of NFPE's training and teaching 
capacity. This unit has set the pace of the restructuring needed to 
enable NFPE cover the full primary curriculum. It has adopted a 
partiGipative approach whereby the existing expertise and capacity 
of the organizatien has been mobilized effectively. Essential 
elements of the revamped teacher training package are in place but 
the ptocess of refinement remains on-going. 

5.4 Operational Adjustments 

Changes have been made to the time allocated to Grades IV and V and to 
provide opportunities to chlldr.en to experience ex!lmination situations. 

11 As mentioned eanier the BEOC curric.ulum rnchJded alf 5 gr~des frorn·the start lis a nesull of 
the pllol. training materials developed for ljS8 with teachers of Grades IV and V, will also be used 
with B.EOC teachers. 
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5.4.1 Time Constraints 

The teachers who participated in the pilot indicated that they had a serious 
problem covering the Grades IV and V curriculum within the time allocated. 
Teachers spoken to in the field also mentioned time constraints as an on-going 
concern. 

In response to this problem an additional half hour has been added to the lerigth 
of the school day, extending it from three and a half hours, to four. The number 
of months assigned to the higher.grades has been revised. The new schedule in 
NFPE schools will be 9 months each for Grades I and II and ten months each for 
Grades Ill. IV and V. 

Finding 

In light of the experience of teachers and field staff involved with the 
pilot schools, the adjustments that have subsequently been made 
regarding the time allocated to specific grades and the length of the 
school day appear to be appropriate. Nonetheless, ensuring there is 
adequate time to cover the CO~Jrses is important and should be 
reviewed during Phase Ill. 

5.4.2 Examinations 

Teach•~rs and field staff involved In the pilot. felt that learners needed 
opportunities to prepare for the examinattons they will encounter In Grade VI. In 
re:;ponse the Team Offices responsible for the pilot schools pre~ared formal 
ex3minations and administered these at the end of Grade IV and V. 1 

· Finding 

The Evaluation Team appreciates the importance of preparing 
learners for the transition to formal schooling. Given that 
examinations currently feature prominently in secondary school, the 
decision to provide opportunities for NFPE learners to undergo 
examinations is appropriate. However, the Team is also concerned 
that success in examinations should not be given undue importance 
at the expense of the learner-centred ethos that has characterized 
NFPE schools to date. While there is no evidence of a move in this 
direction, the tendency for teachers to teach-to-examinations is well 
documented worldwide. This is a danger which the quality 
management staff can guard against 

'
3 

The Evaluation Team ln~pected individual exam scrfp.ls and ledgers recording 'the e)lamtnalion 
results from a number of Team Offices. 
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5.5 Achievement of Learners 

An assessment of teamer aehieveme11t has to take irito account s0clal and 
personal as well as academic achievement. The positive impac;t of widespread 
basic edueation on social well being is accepted. II is also accepted that for 
these benefits to be realized the ed1,1cation has to be of such a !!landard that the 
ch1ld acquires literacy and numeracy s.kills, These conditions appear to be met 
by NFPE scho0ls including the pilot schools. 

NFPE has elaborate in-built supervision, evaluation and monitoring procedures to 
ensure standards are maintained. The performance of teachers and learners In 
the pi lot schools was subject to this same level of supervision In addition 
random checks are made by the special monitoring unit directly responsible to 
the Executive Dire.ctor on all programme activity within the organization. 

In the area of personal development, the leamer~centred approach that has 
underpinned the NFPE programme is Intended to build confidence in the child, to 
motivate learning and curiosity. This same approach was used in the pilot 
schools and will eontinue throughout the schools in Pha·se Ill. 

Measunng academic achievement is in some respects the eas1est level of 
ac1ievement to determine. Traditionally this has been done through 
examinations or measurements· af competency attainment. There are many 
schools of thought on the value of this kind of measurement within a 
development agenda. There have been criticisms that apparently objective 
examinations or tests are in facl not valUe neutral and that the results convey 
data that often have little meaningful relationship with overall impacts of a 
particular educational initiative. This is tr.ue for example in the case of 
educahonal services for children who have a learning disability or are 
marginaliZed by virtue of their socio-economic status or their gender. The 
performance of these children tends to be lower. Educationalists accept that 
many factors extraneous to the classroom play a part in determining these 
outcomes. Given that the NFPE scheols target poor children, and particularly 
girls, these reservations need to be taken into account. As such the Evaluation 
Team believes that while assessments of learner achievement are Important, the 
benchmark of success for NFPE schools should not be confined to the capacity 
of 1nd1viduals to score well on competencies tests or in examinations. Measures 
of scholastic reaming have to b~ considered along side the social and personal 
development achievements mentioned above. 

In the case of the pi tot schools the Research and Evaluation Division (RED) has 
undertaken quantitative research involving a sample of 420 pilot school 
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graduates Their performance was measured against national teaming 
competencies and indicated satisfactory attainment levels.14 

Findings 

The Evaluation Team is satisfied that every effort was made to 
ensure that the quality of the education provided to learners in the 
pilot schools is adequate. The Team believes that the improvements 
made to date, including more intensive and subject-focused teacher 
training, the increase in time allocated to the higher grades and the 
overall focus on the quality of the education provided will further 
enhance learners' achievement In the future. 

14 
The Evaluation Team has some reservations regarding the research methodology but these 

reservattons do not affect the stated outcomes of the study, As mentioned above all of the 
learners in the pilot schools sat examinations at the end of Grade IV and V. The results of these 
exommahons were not used in the RED study. 
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SECTION C: THE FUTURE 

6. IMPLICATIONS FOR NFPE PHASE Ill 

A major thrust of the NFPE programme in Phase Ill is towards institutionalizing 
the quality assurance measures Initiated in Phase II, and replicating 'good 
pmctlce' across the NFPE program. 

Section B above, detailed the quality improvements undertaken to date. This 
section considers the impact these improvements are likely to have in the next 
phase. Particular attention is paid here to aspects of the programme which have 
not been covered earlier, in particular changes in the schools program, the 
Continuing Education Program, links with other agencies and the on-going 
development of NFPE 

6.1 Changes in the Schools Programme in Phase Ill 

In Phase 111, all NFPE schools will cover Grades I to V During Phase II, coherent 
and realistic plans wer-e developed to enhance the educational expertise of 
tenchers. trainers and support staff, thereby ensuring the capacity of the system 
to deal with th is expansion. These plans include quality-focused tra1ning in 
pedagogical issues for all front-line staff and a quality management structure that 
decentralizes responsibility for sustaining these improvements to the Regional 
level It is expected that the full impact of the quality improvements introduced In 
Pl1ase II will be realized as Phase Ill progresses. 

Ini tiatives undertaken in the areas ·ot material development and Improved 
teaching techniques have laid the groundwork for the Phase Ill expansion into 
Grades IV and V for all NFPE schools. Attention has been given to potential 
difficulties that may arise, particularly in the delivery of the English and Maths 
courses. Preventative measures are already in place including training in these 
Spi:!Cific subjects, as are a network of supports to assist indiv1dual teachers. 

6.1.1 Expansion of the BEOC programme 

During Phase Ill the proportion of BEOC schools will Increase from 27% of the 
total to approximately 35% (maximum) of the 34,000 schools. These schools 
differ from the ma1n body of NFPE schools in that they cater for an older age 
group of 11 to 14 years olds and cover all five grades within three years. · 

Leamers In BEOC schools tend to be 'non-starters' or 'dropouts' from the formal 
school system. As such, they constitute an extremely vulnerable sector of the 
popula!Jon who, if they do not have access to education, are most likely to JOin 
the estimated 40 million Illiterate adults In Bangladesh.15 

'
5 Figure taken from the GoB National Plan of Aclfan for Chl/~n 199? -21JP2 
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Providing good quality basic primary education to this age cohort before they 
reach adulthood Is not only an effective way to tackle Illiteracy but also provides 
'second chance' educational opportunities lo enable these young people connect 
wilh the formal system at secondary school level. Currently it is estimated that 
over 80% of BEOC graduates enrol in Grade VI. 

M<untain1ng these high rates of transfer and ensuring that those who enrol in 
seo::ondary school have the skills and confidence to remain within the formal 
system. are even more important in Phase Ill as the numbers of BEOC schools 
inc:rease. The standard of the educational experience provided in the BEOC 
schools is a crucial factor in determining the success of the proposed expansion. 

6 ., 
.~ 

_Finding 

In the latter half of Phase II, NFPE has been concerned with issues to 
do with enhancing and sustaining teacher competence, streamlining 
the curriculum, and disseminating more varied teaching 
methodologies. In Phase II, while the BEOC schools benefited from 
these improvements, the main focus has been on what might be 
termed, NFPE's 'regular' schools. As the numbers of BEOC schools 
increase in Phase Ill, these schools will obviously command a great 
deal more attention. It is also likely that differences relating to the 
length of the school cycle will necessitate some adjustments to 
teaching methodologies. 

The Evaluation Team believes that the quality Improvements in 
teacher training, materials, and teaching methodologies that have 
been undertaken to date (and described in detail above}, will greatly 
enhance the overall NFPE programme, including BEOC schools, and 
will serve to inform any adjustments needed. 

The Continuing Education Programme 

The Continuing Educat1on Programme (CEP) is a relatively new initiative within 
NFPE. Its two main components are Reading Centres (incorporating Life Skills 
Training) and Union Libraries. 

6.2.1 Reading Centres 

Currently there are over 6,000 Reading Centres. These are intended primarily to 
meet the continuing leaming needs of BEOC graduates. Membership, however, 
is not restricted to BEOC graduates, other women in the community can also 
join. As the numbers of BEOC schools increase in Phase Ill so too will the 
number of Reading Centres. 
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Life-skills training is provided through the Reading Centres During Phase Ill, it Is 
anticipated ihat 68,000 adolescent girls will be trained in areas such as poultry 
rearing, vegetable gardening, tailoring, and bookbinding. This tratning represents 
a joint NFPE I RDP venture. As such it provides a focal point for collaboration on 
cross cutting issues that are pertinent to both programmes 

An innovative Family-skills programme covering legal, health and social issues is 
being piloted at present. It was designed in response to demand for information. 
Topics such as divorce, early marriage, acid throwing, sexual abuse and fertility 
am covered. Some training materials have been developed and are being 
trailed. 

Findings 

The proposed expansion of the Reading Centres in Phase Ill will 
enable graduates from BEOC schools to engage in further learning 
even if they do not progress within the formal system. The Centres 
provide valuable opportunities for young women to exercise their 
reading skills and to socialize together. They also provide 
opportunities for informal learning among the women members. 
Such learning is difficult to quantify, especially in the short-term, it 
nevertheless, can contribute significantly to the capacity of women 
to become agents of change within their communities. The new 
family-skills programme has the potential to provide information and 
opportunities for reflection to augment this process. 

The attention to quality within NFPE covers issues relating to the 
provision of education and training for young adults outside the 
formal system. In this context, and in light of the value attributed to 
'certified' learning, the Team suggests that steps be taken to explore 
long-term possibilities of accrediting appropriate aspects of the Life
Skills training courses within a vocational training framework. 

6.2.2 Union Libraries 

NFPE staff describe Union Libraries as essentially focal points within 
communities - places where people can come to read, borrow books, become 
involved in socio-cultural activittes, or avail of the textbook lending scheme for 
se::ondary school students from poor households. 

The planned expansion rate during Phase Ill is at the same rate as during Phase 
II · thai is 100 per year. To date the numbers of women using the libraries that 
are in existence. the preference for hiring women librarians, and the priority given 
to NFPE graduates under the textbook lending scheme, Indicates a concern to 
include disadvantaged sectors of the population as beneficiaries of this initiative. 
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They are of course, not the sole target group. The libraries are meant to be used 
by all the community. 

It IS Intended that union libraries become fully self sufficient in the medium-term. 
A library Trust. Committee is set up for each library and over a three-year period 
1t gradually assumes operational and financial responsibility. An exit strategy 1s 
In place so that CEP support 1s phased out gradually as the Committee assumes 
greater responsibility Over half ttie 400 libraries established since 1996 are 
already self-financing. In light of the experience to date it is anticipated that the 
Trust Committees can assume responsibility within two years rather than the 
three-year period originally thought to be necessary. 

To date the Union Libraries have provided opportunities for CEP to work closely 
with government organizers at the local level. Library members have received 
training from government personnel. The libraries provide these trainers with 
access to the community, and by linking the library members with the.se trainers, 
CEP 1S maximizing the use of local resources. 

Fjndlng 

The Continuing Education Programme compliments the school 
based NFPE programme, provides opportunities for meaningful links 
with the RDP programme and in the case of the Union Libraries 
serves to mobilize the communities own resources and enables the 
members to utilize services that already exist. 

6,3 Exchanging Experiences with Other Agencies 

The Phase Ill proposal document states that 

tile relationship between BRAC (and other NGOs involved in primary 
education) and Government has undergone a fundamental and qualltatJVe 
change in the past five years. From one of mutual exclusivity. the 
relat1onsh1p has developed gradually into a productive working 
partnership, and it can be expected to improve through the life of Phase Ill 
(1998: 113). 

To date, NFPE has engaged In a number of collaborative ventures with 
government departments and other NGOs. The Continuing Education 
Programme is currently collaborating In a national adult literacy project with the 
government Department of Non Formal Education and other NGOs. CEP's level 
of Involvement seems likely to increase and diversify during Phase Ill. 

In the area of school-based education, NFPE operates specialized schools for 
'Hard to Reach' children in partnership with government and UNICEF. Under its 
Education Support Pregramme (ESP), NFPE partners almost 300 smaller NGOs. 
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This arrangement allows the partner NGOs avail of NFPE's educational 
-~xpertise, and develop their own skill base. 

Two lnitlatlves currently underway involve NFPE in operating formal primary 
schools. Ten 'BRAC Primary Schools' attached to TARCs have been opened. In 
a separate undertaking NFPE has been assigned 67 'disfunctional' government 

- prlmary schools to operate for a twe-year period. So far 34 of these schools 
have been handed over to NFPE. · These are known as 'Community Primary 
Schools' Both these undertakings challenge NFPE to demonstrate the 
transferability of its learner-centred educational approach within a 'formal' primary 
school setting. 

In preparation for these initiatives NFPE has reviewed the experience of other 
NGOs offering formal primary education. In particular NFPE has been involved 
in an exchange involving NGOs in Lokfumbls In India and GSS in Bangladesh. 
Based on its own experienees to date and on those of other providers, NFPE 
believes It can successfully challenge traditional practices in formal schooling. It 
hopes to d.emonstrate that formal schools can be operated wiihout compromising 
on the fundamental pnnciples that have informed the NFPE non-formal provision 
to date, such as creating a conducive teaming environment for the children, 
retaining le:Jmers within the system and involving parents . 

. Umbrella bodies, such as CAMPE (Campaign for Popular Education), provide 
fora for agencies such as BRAC to co-ordinate their education programmes. 
Ecucauon Watch. established recently by CAMPE will pFovide an annual 
assessment of education in Bangladesh, highlighting the areas in need cif most 
uruent attention. The first report is ready for publication. BRAC is actively 
involved in this initiative 

In addrtion to formal partnership arrangements, a great deal of informal transfer 
of knowledge, Information and ways of addressing problems takes place between 
agencies. Good ideas and workable projects tend to be readily replicated. 

Finding 

The increase in levels of collaboration between all the players 
involved in the provision of education in Bangladesh provides even 
greater opportunities for NFPE to disseminate the expertise it has 
gained in the areas of primary and continuing education and for 
BRAC to play an even more proactive role in the provision of 
efficient, high quality and affordable basic education in Bangladesh. 

6.4 On-going Development of NFPE 

Responslbillty for the on-going development of the NFPE programme In Phase 
Ill, will rest primarily with the Educational Development Unit (EDU). 
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The EDU came into existence In June 1999 although it will not be fully engaged 
in EDU activities until the end of the ye"'r. This unit reflects .a desire on the part 
of NFPE to strive for excellence in its educational provision. 

The aim of the EDU is to augment NFPE's proven capacity to provide 
educational services by exploring ways to enhance the quality of the provision. 
For \hiS unit to succeed, it will ne~d to able to mobilize the resources of the 
organization at all levels, In particular the knowledge and expertise that has been 
amassed over the past fifteen years. It will also need to draw on the experience 
of other education providers operating in similar circ.umstances across the world. 

Finding 

The recently fonmed EDU will play a significant developmental role 
during Phase Ill. The unit is currently the key player involved in 
designing and institutionalizing the school-focused quality refonms 
introduced in Phase II. When this task is completed the EDU will 
assume responsibility for NFPE's overall educational research and 
development functions. 

CONCLUSION 

The evaluation of BRAG's NFPE Phase II indicates that the pre-sel targets 
outlined in the Logframe Analysis have been reached, and the pedagogical 
tmorovements and quality assurance measures currently in place Will have 
positive and long term impacts on the NFPE programme The practical. 
pragmatic, learning-by-doing approach that has characterized the NFPE model 
from the beginning is also evident in the way on which innovations were 
im:>lemented during Phase II. This way of working has enabled an effective and 
ongo1ng responsiveness to change within the programme. 
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BACKGROUND 

FINAL TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) 
NFPE PI-lASE II EVALUATION MISSION 

The Bangb1desh Rural Advancement Committee (BRA(') has been engaged in poverty alleviation 
and social emp<,wemlent. particularly with women, ' in Bangladesh since the early 1970s t hrnu~;h its 
three core programmes: Rural Development Programme (ROP): Non Fom1al Primary Education 
Programme (NFPE) and Health and Population (Division) Programme (HPP) 

BRAC"s Non-Flmnal Primary Education (NFPE) programme has been operating since I I).~: • d.il 
the main gnal of providing basic and relevant education to the poorest of the poor chi!dceu. 
especially to girls. who hav~: either dropped out of the fonnal (govemment) system, or who have 
never had a chance to go to schooL NFPE started with schools for 8 to I 0 year old children and. in 
1988 a second model catering for II to 14 year old children was introduced and is known as Basic 
Education tor Older Children (BEOC). Schools for the 8 to 10 year old children cover grades I to 
ill and the BEOC model covers gradei; Ito IV: botl1 models operate a three year cycle and on 
graduation it is eJ~pected that the children will be able to enrol in government primary schools. 

NFPE Phase II c.:onnnenced in April I 996 a11d receive.s. financial support of US66.4 million from a 
consortium of th,nors comprised of AKF/CIDA. DFID. EC. Netherlands Embassy (DGIS). NOVIB 
and UNICEF The Gennan devell>pmenl bank. KtW. fiands NFPE outside of the DC. NFPE Phase· 
!I ha~ a comp1>nent known as Continuing Educarion which is mainly comprised of reading centres 
and union libraries. Phnse 11 has been extended from an intended completion date in March 1999 to 
end of June I <l'J9 

The third live-year pha$e (NFPE f'ha$1! Ill Prop<>sal refers) is planned to commence in July 1999. 
The Plmse Ul proposa.l has bet:n appraised and considered. in particular. the following areas: 

• Long Term Vision Plnu n.iug 
• lustitutiounl Organisntion nnd Mnnngcmeut Capacity 
• Signitic~ut C hanges Plnunw for Phase l U 
• NFPE Phase llJ Budget. 

The final version of the Phase II I Appraisal Report should inform the evaluation of Phase II. to 
which these ft1lll>Wing Tenns of Reference (ToRs) refers. A list of other relevant reports which 
should be drawn upon tor this evaluation exercise as listed at Annex I. · 

The Evaluatil>n Team is to consider the overall elTecLiveness of the teaching and learning In NFPE
Phase II with a view to intorming and further developing the programme in Phase Ill. 

Specifically the team will: 

• Review attainment of'Phase D objectives as measured against_the targets in the Logical 
Framework. 
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• Assess the relative cost eftici~ncy and elf~ctiv.eness, oftheBRACschools by IJndertaking c.ost 
comparison analysis 

• Review the eftectlveness ofB.RAC's NFPE management structure and its institutional and 
organi~aticmal capacity 

• Evaluate the range l>f qunlity impwvcntent~ introduced in Phase II including curriculutn 
dt:Yelnplll~lll, teacher training, instructinital ~~~~~eri'rils and new initiatives. in particular the 
introduction of the Qi.mlit.y Mauag.ei· system 

• Assess the outcomes of the pilot school activities including the training of teachers and the 
achievement of learners 

• Consider the implications of these findings for the future development ofNFPE in the proposed 
Phase Ill with panicular reference to the further evaluation ofthe teaching and learning in 
Grade.• IV and V 

To complement its analysis; the Evaluatit'n Team sh.ould draw on the Appraisal Report for Phase 
Ill some lispects addressed in this appraisal which will be pa:rticulatly useful to note include: 

• E3RACs pl;uts nttd eflbrts rega~ding improving the trunlity and monitoring. research and 
evulu:nttln,,f ped<tgtlgicnl issue~ rdatcd Ill the expnnsil)n for teaching the higher !,'Tildes i.e. 
nmterialltllachers/ typ.e tlf educntiom1l skill~/vt>catimmltraining: 

• Linked ttl BRA\'s prt1pos.ed e.'(punsitm Ill grades fV and V. appraise BRA("s CO"Operation. 
c<tllnlmratit>ll nml systems·iu plnce ftlr e.xchange of experiences witll other agencies and 
organi~atil'1ns 

• BRAC s capacity, i e. management. training. skills. recruitment qfn ew teaclters. quality of 
materi;d etc .. with regard to the expansion of grade of IV and V 

lNPUT 

The Evaluation Team will consist of tWtl Ctmsultallls. and will be required for three weeks.. The 
NFPE Apprui~al Mission wtll start on the 15th Jul~ I 999 und linish on the lith August I <J99. llti·s 
time frame will indnd.c. appmximnltly I !I dny{ lidd and desk work. the b~ance of ti1ne to be used 
to complete ami present a draft then tinal reptlrl (see Output below). 

A brieting session to discuss the ToR and any other concems regarding the evaluation mission will 
take place wit:h donors. BRAC and. the Evaluation Team on the 26th July 1999 in the DLO at 
IO.OOa.m 

OUTPUT AND REPORTING ARRANGEI\'lENTS 

The Evaluution Team .will present a draft r~port to BRAC and donors at a debriefing session 
schl!duled to be held nn the 8th August I 999 A finnl repon will be submitted to BRAC and donors 
on the lith Au~,rust 1999. 
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ANNEXO 

DETAILED LOGFRAME REPORT 
NFPE II: ATTAINMENT AGAINST LOGFRAME TARGETS,1996·1999 

Narrative Summarv Verifiable lndlcatorsiTaraetsl Attainment 96-99 Budaet/Actual 
GOAL: 1. Al leasl80% NFPE graduales (induding at least 80% of female • 94.3% of 
Basic educallon skills graduates) transfer to class 4 annually female; 94.2% an, 
Relained and used by to class 4. Phase II 
BRAC graduales t0181 

2. AI least 60% of lllose (Including at least 50% of lhe female) • apPR>ximalely 
complele lull primary phase 66% compleled lull 

cycle over Phase II; 
Including female; 
(74.5% class 1 10181 
ln~lal inlake). 4 
year pilot schools 
1999) 

3. At least 20% of BEOC graduales not moving to lonna! school • 44%ofBEOC 
Involved in ROP activities graduates not 

PfOQressing to 
fonmal school 
Involved In ROP 
training 
programmes 
actlv"ies, May 99 



ANNEX 012 
PURPOSE: Verifiable Indicators Attainment, 96·99 
Cost effective basic 1. Annual average of more than 1,100.000 pupils through 1996/9 1996/97-1998199 
education for 1)00( chHdren, 2.2 mHilon 
especially girls, and 
currenHy unserved by 
primary education system 
provided 2. At least 70% of pupils are female AV 68.2% female 

3. At least 60% of pupils from target groups 88% target groups 
4. New pup"s are alleast8 years old and not attending formal school Majority: some age 

7 In urban 
5. Atleast90% completion rate 92% overall 
6. US17.82 annual cost per child maintained Av, US$18,1998 

OUTPUTS 
Output 1 1.1 Operating schools (Calendar year Apr-Mar): Total schools Total Phase II 
NFPE Schools Opened Year 9617 9718 9819 Operating: Budget, Output 1 
and Operated/Suppo!1ed Grade I 14520 15536 13059 9617 ....... 34,000 

. 
Tk 2.235,150,985 

byBRAC Grade II 8082 9684 12110 9718 34,000 
Grade Ill 10011 7192 6900 ~8/9 34,000 Total Phase II 
Grade IV 1159 1025 1820 Expenditure, 
GradeV 228 563 111 ~ attachment for Output1 
Total 34000 34000 34000 ooteHed breakdown Tk 2,232,473,635 

• 
1.2 These 34000 schools to comprise 25,799 NFPE schools for 8·10 Sources: (i) BRAC Sou!C8: BRAC 
year Olds including 1,000 NFPE schools completing primary level MIS. (R) Team data Audited Aooounts. 
education in 4 vears: 6.164 schools C1 1·14 vearsl: and 2.037 ESP checks 

Aetlvltlaa for Output1 Verifiable Indicators for Outout 1 Activities 
1.1 Vlnages identified and School site selected based on population, rrteracy rate, number of Attained as Plan 
surveyed GOBI 

NGO schools In area 



ANNEX 0/3 VeriOablo Indicators for Output 1 Activitie-s, continued Attainment, 96-99 
Outp ut t Activities, con 
1.2 Supervisors cleployed Around 2,267 POs and PAs deployed as sd1oo1 supervisors, field level Total 2,9« s'VIsors 

At leas! 30% of POs are female by March 1999 (Inc library) 29%F 
(May 99) 

1.3 Teacllers selected One laacher per school wilh 9 years of schooling, 20-35 years of age, Min 9; 66%SSC 
manied. al leasl80% female. local resident and above, 1999 

97%female 

1.4 Studenlll selected 33 sludenlslschoof for NFPE (age group 8-10). 30 pupils each In Most rural schools; 
BEOC (age group 11-14) and ESP schools 30AVurban 

1.5 School house renled Each school is 336 sq ft: less than 1 km from child homes. rented at Minimum: 336 sq ft 
Tl<200p/m AV Tk 200 rural; 

TkSOO+ urban 

1.6 Office building ranled 425 Team Offices; 80 schools In radius of 10km; renled al Tk2000p/m 478 Otroces 1998 
Av Rent: Tl<2500 

1. 7 School attachment All trainee leachers attend 7 -<lay pre-training vlshs Ia operating 7-<lays pre training 
provided to leaclle"' schools provided 

plus 15 days basic. 
1.8 Teachers trained Teachers complete 15 day basic training at TARC along with 3+11+12 3 days orient. 

days !raining In year I; 12 days in year II: 12 days In ;xear Ill; 28 days lnservice: 10 days 
training in Malhs and English for only KK schools (4 phase) teach""' refresh for Gl,8 

days Grs II, 27 
days Grs Ill, IV, V; 
15 days Maths, 
Eng beg GIV 

1.9 School managemenl Generally operating 
committees (SMC) formed SMCs (one per sd1oo1 comprising 2 parenls, 1 communily leader, 2 as plan. Surrogalea 

ROP benefldarles, the school supervisor and the teacher) maeUng at In urban schools 
least nine limes annually 



ANNEX 0/4 
Output 1 Activities, con 
1.10 School supplies 

1.11 Schools operational 

1.12 Monthly parents 
meeting organised 

1.13 Schools supervised by 
POs/PAs bi-weekly 

1.14 Resource teacher 
selected 

1.15 Good local contacts 
between BRAC and formal 
schools 

1.16 Effective linkage with 
RDP 

Vorlfiab!a Indicators for Output 1 Activities, continued 
School and learner supplies available in school 

2295 school contact hours maintained over 270 days In 3 years 

Attainment, 96·99 

Adequate In 
observed schools 

Current 2430 hours 
(2 70 days per year 

More than 70% of pupns have a parent present at monthly PT meetings for 3 years) 

PO/PA vis~ each school bi-weekly to man~ar school progress 

Resource teachers have successfully completed at least one school 
cycle 

Meeting with formal school heads during final year of BRAC schools 

NFPE sta~s to operate from every RDP office where there Is space 
available; RDP managers present during recruitment or Programme 
Assistants, teachers for NFPE; NFPE starr conduct one issue-based 
meeting with RDP members prior to a school's opening. Meetings held 
once every month between RDP and NFPE staff at field level: RDP 
health workers speak to pupils at least twice annually 

84% as sample 
surveys. 199711998 
(BRAC Monitoring 
Unh) 

Monitored and 
checked through 
Team Off«e and 
Reg Manager • 

As plan. (RTs In 
1.2 above) 

1998: 530 
Workshops with 
Govt Primary 
teachers, Tana 
Educn Officers 

320 NFPE off10es 
now operata from 
within ROP; regular 
meetings now 
formalized 



ANNEX 0/5 
Output 2 Verifiable lndle>~tors (Targets) AHalnmenUS-99 Budget/Actual 

Revised/New Learning 2., Experimental interactive radio programme developed Ongoing Total Phase II 
Materials Oeveloped Budget, Output 2 

2.2 New materials In lull use by July 1997 (ELT: IRI). July 1999 New and revised Tl< 32,733,379 
(Social Studies) and December 1997 (Mathematics) teachinglleaming 

2.3 Revised teacher tlaining materials in full use by December 1998 materials and Total Phase II 
2.4 These new/revised materials designed to promote active learning associated teacher Expend~une, 

tlalnlng materials Output 2 
developed Tl< 28,483,210 

Sautee: BRAC 
Audited Accounts 

Activities for Output 2 Verifiable Indicators for Output 2 Activities 
2.1 Experimental Interactive 240 audio lessons end 2 workbool<sln use In 1,000 second year ConUnulng review 

radio Instructional schools by July 1997 and development 

programme developed required . 
2.2 New Social StUdies One social studies workbook cum primer used In each of grade I, 11. Ill Developed and 

Cun1culum developed by end-1999 produced as plan . 
2.3 Mathematics curriculum One mathemaUcs workbool< and teachers' guide for each of grade 1, II, Developed and 

revised Ill by end-1997 produced as plan 

2.4 New language scheme 10 schools using the CLE (Concentrated Language Encounter) Trial in 20 schools; 

pOoled method oflanguage leaching from 1996 modlflcations to all 
general programs 

2.5 NFPE tlaining Changes incorporated annually based upon revised curriculum Revised training 

programme reviewed Curriculum revisions evaluated by end-1998 methods and 

2.6 AV materials developed VIdeos supporting teacher and staff training in use by end 1997 support materials 
Now in use 



Ad'lievement Testa 
Developed 

Program Developed 

Activities for Output 3 
3.1 Demand for libraries 
assessed 

3.2 Space for lilnly 
Identified 

3.3 Staff recr\Jhed 

3.4 library actlv~les 
planned 

3.5 Books and auppllas 
procured 

"" four SATs (Bengali, Scdal Stucf.,s, Malh<!matic:$, Maths, English at end 
of 3 year cycle) 

lib<aries and 2,000 Reading Circles by March 1999 
3 .2 230,000 library members (ot loaGt 400 members in each Union 

lib<ary; at least 25 membera In each School library and 5 in a 
Reading Circle) by March 1999 

3.3 At leasl150 books borrowed monthly by Union library members 
and at least 120 books borrowed by Schoollib<ary members 
annually 

Verifiable Indicators for Output 3 AettvlUos 
Preliminary surveys CO<ldueled Olld ftaslbi~ty of school libraries 
assessed in BEOC scllool 

FonnaVprivate sdlool$ and public offoce premises oeleded for Union 
~braries 

One PO recr\Jited and trained to oversee at least 5 Union libraries 

Annua~semi.,.nnual acliv~ plan prepared by each Union library (at 
least6 month old) 
Training covering range of relevant skills Imparted al school fibraries 

Over 1,000 books In place at Union lilll1!ries. 60 books for school 
based libraries and 30 tor each Reading Circle 

~07 
alta!ned at leHt 
min standardized 
learning 

School (Including 
Reading Circles), 
with total 379,050 
membora, May 99 
Monthly Borrowing: 
Union: 200 
School: 40 

Completed prior lo 
setup 

Selected 

Appointed 

Plans prepared 
Training provided 

llb<arles alod<ed 
(schooto: 125 bks) 

Budget, Output 3 
Tk 112,755,494 

Total Phase II 
Expenditure, 
OU\Put3 
Tk 128,201,3« 
Source: BRAC 
Audfted AccounJa 



ANNEXDn 
OutpuU VeriHablelndlcaton (Targets) Attolnmenlfl6.9t BudgetiActuol 
BRAC/NFPE Institutional 4.1 Job desaiplions and perfonnance of pe1$oone1 re'Jie~ at least Reviewed annually T otat Phase II 
Copoclty Strengthened once onnuany In September Budget, Output 4 

T1c 419,632,496 
4.2 NFPE structuraVcommunlcatlon armngements reviewed at least Procedures for 

onnually with NFPE ongoing review In 
place Total Phase II 

-4.3 Elfcctivc Resource Teacher system operating by mld-1998 192 RTs 1999 
ExpendKure, 
Output4 
T1c 428,480,371 

4.4 LFA-based NFPE planning, ln\pjementation. mon~oring and Struclurealo 
eval\lalloo eJ<I)lo<ed dec:entrallu quality Source: BRAC 

assurance In place Aucf4ed Aocounls 

4.5 NFPE Resource Centra operation by mld-1998 Fuly operational 

4.8 By 1998/9, all Team, Nea and Regional persoone1 have Completed to pW1: 
succeufully completed relevant training ongoing 

4. 7 By 199819 all teachBfS have successfully completed relevant 
training 

Completed beyond 
original Phase II 

. plana: ongoing 

Ac1lvltles for Output 4 VoriRablo Indicators for Output 4 Activities . 
4.1 Training ,_ Job desetlpllons avaaable 101 Pf'Oiesslonal pomonnel Avalloble, regu1a<ty 
auessed and overseas NFPE requirements and individuars ,.,ing gaps• incorporated in reviewed, training 
training planned and tnolnlng plans needs adcfressed 
Implemented 

At least one NFPE professional trained annually In specialized areas 1x 10 month UK 
14x4 monllts UK 
22x10days av: 
lntematl study tours 
nat. 2x10 m B Ed 



ANNEX 018 
Activities for Output 4con 
4.2 NFPE Internal review of 
organization /management 

4.3 Consuftants identifiOd. 
contracted 

4 .4 Resouroe C.nlre 
planned, books and 
~lsseleaedand 
purdlased. C.ntnt opened 

4.5 tn·hou~ stalf training 
planned, implemented. 
evaluated 

SttuctwaVcommunlcatlon arrangements roviowod at least annually 
witllln NFPE 

Mo<e tllan 75% of Consultants' TORs mlsfactority completed 

Orders fo< books ptaeed wilh publlst>ers/egents by en<l-1996 
NFPE profeulonals using C.ntre on awrago at least 2 hou!s -tcty 
during 1998 

Appropriate oourses held during 1999 to COYer al Team, Area, 
Regional peROnnctl 

Procedures fD< 
ongoing review In 
place 

101.5 pe<$ month 
lntemationat 
consultants, Phase 
II, completed 
aatlsfactority 

Resource C.ntre 
developed wilh 
BRACcen1181 
lib<ary wilh 
adequate range 
general and • 
specialist educn 
publications 

TOiat prollfslon 
Internal staff 
ttaining Phase II: 
116,508 pe..on 
days, Inc: 
(P,.service orient 
POIPA ln-seM:e 
Op management 
TOT 
DMC 
Res Techr Tmg. 
Gender Devel 



ANNEXD/9 Verifiable Indicators for Output 4 Activities, conUnued Attalnment.96-99 
Activities for Ou1put 4con 

Sufflelent and sullable training actlvllies held to produce more than 500 Phase 11: lotal 2.3 
4.6 Teacher development Resource teachers by end 1998 millton person days 
training Is planned, Suffdent courses held by March 1999 to cover all teachers of teacher basic 
Implemented. evaluated training and 

development, 
including 
refle$hers. spedal 
subject training; 

. 
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Scheets in operation 

Year Types of On-going schools Leamers·ln on-going 
school schools 

Planned Actual Planned Actual 
NFPE 12200 12200 399237 400940 

(68.0%) 
Phase I BEOC 4763 4763 147653 150127 
As of (76.3%) 

March '96 ESP (NFPE) 2037 20.37 61110 61110 
(70.0%) 

Total 19000 19000 608000 s121n 
(70.2%) 

NFPE 24799 24799 805316 816457 
{66.2%1 

BEOC 6654 6654 206274 203396 
Pha!RI-11 (73.4%) 

Aprfl '95~arch '97 ESP (NFPE) 2547 2Sll7 76410 76410 
(74.3%) 

Total 34000 "34000 1088000 1096263 
(68.1%1 

NFPE 22906 22906 746636 754210 
(64.9%1 

Phase II BEOC 8544 8544 264864 259758 
April '97 ·March '98 (67.9%1 

ESP (NFPE) 2550 2550 76500 76500 
{74.1%1 

Total 34000 34000 1088000 1090468 
(66.3%) 

NFPE 22322 22322 728532 735604 
(64.1% 

Phase II BEOC 9128 912!1 282968 2n223 
Apn1 '98-May '99 (68.0%) 

ESP (Nf'PE) 2550 2550 76500 76500 
(74.0%} 

Total 34000 34000 1088000 1089327 . 
(65.8%1 

• 15.000 schools~ far funded by the Rural Oevelopment Programme (ROP) h~s b.een 

tran.sferra_d to NFPE lri April, '96, 



PHSJ<LS 
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Course completing schools, graduates & admission ·tnto fomial schools 

Year Types of Course Completing Graduates Admission Into 
School scnools formal schools 

Planned Actual Planned Actual 

Female Total Female Total 
NFPE 9,390 9,390 272,674 195,225 288,448 182,102 268;496 

(92.2%1 (93.2%) (93.3%) (93.1%1 
BEOC 2,462 2,462 68,689 50,131 70,569 40,642 57,512 

Phase II (86.9%1 (87.4%) (81.1%1 (81 .5%1 
Aiml '96-M.arch'97 ESP (NFPE) 85 85 2,423 1,785 2,543 1,731 2,456 

(99.9%1 (99.7%) (97.0%) (96.6%) 
Total 11,937 11,937 343,786 247,141 361,560 224,475 328,464 

(91.1%1 (92.1%) (90.8%) (90.8%) 
NFPE 8,325 8,325 241,679 164,488 256,137 156,810 244,124 

(92.3%1 (93.4%) (95.3%) (95.3%) 
Ph;ne II BEOC 1,792 1,792 49.997 39,022 47,410 34,300 41,685 

April '97 -March '98 (84.3% (85.5%) (87.9%) (87.9%) 
ESP (NFPE) 1,022 1,022 29,127 22,223 30,616 21.199 30,078 

(99.9%) (99.9%) (95.4% (98.2% 
Total 11,139 11,139 320,803 225,733 334,163 212,309 315,887 

. (91 .5%) (92.7%) (94.1%) (94.5% 
NFPE "7.814 7.729 224.836 150,684 237,533 142,302 223.810 

Phase II (92.1%) (93.6%) (94.4%) (94.2%) 
Aprtl '96-May '99 BEOC 2,180 2,180 60,622 40,256 58,880 34,419 50,684 

(87.8%) (90.0% (85.5%) (86 1%) 
ESP {NFPE) sa-o 930 26,505 20,342 27,879 20,045 27,458 

(99.9%1 (99.9% (98.5%) (98.5%1 
Total 10,924 1Q,839 312.163 211,282 324,292 196,766 301,952 

te1 .9•i., (93.4%) (93.1%1 (93.1%) 
NFPE • 25.529 25.444 739.189 510,397 782,118· 481 .214 736.430 

Total (92.2%) (93.4%) (94.3%1 (942%) 
Phase II BEOC 6 ,434 6,434 179,508 129,409 176,859 109,361 149,881 

April '96-May '99 (86.4%) (87.7%) (84.5%) (84.7%1 

ESP (NFPE) 2.037 2,037 58,055 44,350 61,038 42,975 59,992 
(99.9%) (99.9%1 (96.9%) (98.3%) 

Total 34,000 33,915 976.752 684,156 1,020,015 63'3,550 946,303 
(91 .5%) (92. 7%) (92.6%) (92.8%) 

• Due to admission problems In the formal schools In Dhaka city. course duration of 85 NFPE schools in Urban 
area of Dhaka city has been extended for another year and these schoots.wm continue to complete grades N & 
V In the year 2000. 
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BRAC's Education l'rognlnunc (NFrE rhnse-111 Organogram) 

Executive Director 

I 
Th.-puty F-"«utiv( 

Oln."C;tUJPII 

D~dor R~ Oirc:ctor Training Oir«tor Nl:rc Director ........ - ···························································· Monltoring & Audit 

L-
BRACS\lpport 

Services to NFPE ····-·- " . • ··--· 

Atcoun!S -
TA~C ........ Mnr\ngfl11~1 f it:ld Continuing Nl'PE F.,.ctu.;arionAl 

lnfonn:uion {)pmiliCNU Edu"lion Loal.,;ct Dcvdl)fllllall Ur~la 
Logiscics System Progrunmc 

P<o>oon<l R.cglorul I 
Rc:sem'th 

Manager 
Monhorin.g I Nf11E TminlnB; R.e:tdins Union 

Public Aff-.in & & Pl;~nning 
Tc-nm· in-

Cmrre Ub"'ry 
Coo'tmuniettion Charge 

I I I I I 
Programme Qwlllcy Currialft.1~ New Tmining Raean:h 

Organiscr!Resowcc Control Oe\~loprne:m lnitituive 
Tncller Ocv. 

I 
T~het I 

... Qu11tity s .. bJ«• Mast~ Tru.lnet &! 
MMU~gers ....... 81Ltth TniMn 

Training O.v. 
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lnmction wilh F"tcld 
M.._.,.,t 

•Team I• 
¢: >. U...pll 

charp 
1. Sdeace and 

~117 
Sod:ddlldios 

¢: l.MIO 
~f:aacm 

f .Sodal _ ... 
·~ ¢: 5. Ealllth 
M-AO< 

6.0....... 

7.U ...... 

Education Development Unit 

QJality Curriculum Trlinina R-..11 N"" 
Conttol Development 

~ ~rmrr QM f.- Development -

. 

I 

initialiwl& 

-I FLE project 
- EL T project 

OMagazine 
QQIIjly - AL 

MIS 

-QM pedonnlllCO 

- ~rrJBT pcr!i 
monilorina 

- Monisoting oC 



MT I BT Trainine P rocess . 

I 

MTs 
+ 
Team Incharge 

Preliminary 
Selection 

• Subject wise 
competency 
Observed 

Interaction with Field 
Management 

Feed bacl< 

Feed back Quality Feed back EDU 
Trainers 

Interaction Managers Interaction 

. 

General MT I BT. Training 
Training 

•Training Provided by MTs • Training provided by 
e Venue + Participants EDU Trainers+ MTs 

organised by QMs • Participants selected 
• Module +Duration by MTs+QMs by QMs 



Teachct 
QM «>>rdin;uioo drn:lopmcno 

t ot 1 • RtftC$hers 
r---------. • Cluster 

TO>inin8 
MT 

........ 
StaO" 
de\'d"'pmenl 
• StulJ 
m\."(linQ 
• Orid1LoJion 

QM 
COM"dinadon 

\ . 

3 

BT 

Teochct 
dcwdopmc:nt 
in own bol<h 

I 



Teachers 
BTs 
•Math 
• English 
• Soc. Studies 
•Language 
• Science 

Refreshers 

• 

Team 

Schools 

TI 
MTs 

•Math 
• English 
• Soc. Studies 
• Language 
• Science 

MT Development Process 

Channels 
of providing 
assessment 
to Higher 

Management 

MT 

Selection 

Feedback 
System 

• Monitoring 
Reports 
eQMJRM 
interaction 



6 Months Trial Period 

•Proposing 
for making 

Tis 
• Proposing 
for Promotion 

•Proposing 
for making 
Al\tls 

• Selecting 
QMs 

Refreshers 
• Accountability 
• Identifying 

problems 
•Model demo 

Practices 
• Discussing new 

ideas 

4--6 Months 

Refreshers 
• Accountability 

•Direct 
Follow up 

•Feedback 
from 

• • • trammg sessions 

• Discussing problems + 
solutions 

• Model demo practices 
• New Ideas 



Responsibilities of OMs 

• Team analysis 
eMT /BTMgmt 
e TI as facilitator 

e Strengthening 
Linkage with TI, RMs 

e Evaluating Refreshers 

e Strengthening 
Linlmge with Best Teachers 

{, 

e Disseminating 
New ideas+ 
practices 

e Maintaining 
regular contact 
with Schools 

e Developing 
MTs + BTs 



Development of policies 
on tasks conducted by 

QMs 

EDU to discuss 
feedback with Top 

management 

• 

OM Denlopments Proceu 

QMs provide feedback 
related to tasks 

7 

EDU Staff+ QMs 
Identify Tasks 

QMs conduct Tests in 
Field 



JSdiOObl r<bool· f.-. r I ~ 
I I 

1
, I 

~E:J ._ roam E:J~ j 

~. ..... I If- ~ 
~/ tr .. m t- • MDU • MIS 1 rreom "../ 

I Field r-1 

tC.=-r-t' E:J • Training pPeralions 

Support Mechanism 

r 

f:"l 



Teachers -------

TEAM 

R~freshers ~ 

BTs: Math 
English 
Math 

• greater interaction in 
Refreshers 
e initiatives to solve problems 
by Mts,Bts 

Soc. Studies • decision making in Refreshers 
Language 
Science 

-· 

T.I, Staff 

RTs 
MTs: 

English 
Soc. Studies 
Language 
Science 



T RAINING 

Developing guide as an aid to the teachers 

Whom to train? 
:::::) AEMif ARC trining (Not a good idea) 
:::::) Deciding on the TI (Who should be a good communicator) 

jJ 

:::::) Because not everyone cun make good communicators 
:::::) Deciding on the Tis. 
:::::) So starts grading and scrc<:ni ng 
:::::) Comes the trnining pallcm 

Gen. Trnining MTTmiuing 

I 

' Came the idea of developing one MT for each subject in each team . 

• ~~----E_n_g_li_sh----~~ ~~--M--a-th_e_m_a_tic_s __ ~l 
Deciding on developing MTs from nil levels 
The idea ofTT (Team troincrs) 

I S. Sn•dies I 

In the beginning tg. was <JUite imposed, which was needed to establish a new trend . 

• The idea of Quality Managers evolved ( To supervise pedagogy) + staff screening. 



From 1999 onwards experimental Tmining ofTc:acl)crs started. (BT) 

=> In the meantime, Refreshers wus nrmnged for MTs. to keep the standard + stiare new ideas & feedback. 
=> F"eedbael:. from QM & MT & obscrvoti<>ns by MDU mudc them (The English group) realize 

that the trainer should give purticipnnts more Oexi hility 
+ At the same time reulizing that MT training needs more thaa 3 days. 

+ Two types of Teachers were sent for Iff tg:
- QM sending one batch with tmining 
- AEM sending two batches without training. But somehow the second lot did better 
-Deciding on having Teacher,; Training of 5 duys (\\ithout any prev.Tg.) 

=> Math giving trnining to existing MTs on govt. bool:. 4 
=> Result/Monitorins Reports showing improvement in speuking but weak in writing/spelling. 

- Deciding on giving importance tn spelling & writing and to develop a workbook. 
··Asked QM!MTs to develop their c1wn suitnblc techniques to improve spelling and writing skiDs. 
-Reported to have ellecti\·c results oiler that. · 
-From March '99 Gen. Tg. to be held at the tield levc~ MT Tg at the H/0. 



The Education Backgrormd of Master & Batch Trainers:-

The list of our Master Trainers' (trainers from the staff) education 
bac~groun9 reads as follows:- . 

- Approximately 50% having finished their Masters 
ENGLISH -Approximately 40% having finished their bachelors 

- Approximately 10% having finished higher 
secondary . 

(ltis also to beno.ted that, those who have done their masters have done 
them in the fields of Science, commerce, Social science & Arts.) 

MATH 

SOCIAL 
STUDIES 

-Approximately 20% haVing finished their Masters 
- Approximately 60% having finished their bachelors 
-Approximately 20% having finished higher 

secondary 

- Approximately 20% having finished their Masters 
- Approximately 60% having linished their bachelors 
- Approximately 20% having finished higher 
secondary 

In the case of our Batch Trainers (trainers from the teachers) the 
background is mainly ha,~ng completed education up to the grade X_ or a 
little abo\'e than that. But we do have teachers who have completed their 
H.S.C or sometimes Graduation. Some of our urban teachers even have 
finished their Musters. 
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LIST OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS PRODUCED IN PHASE II 



NFPE, BRAC 
List of materials Developed bv MDU 

This is a list of materials that have been developed by the Materials Development 
Unit (MDU) of NFPE. The NFPE started it's journey back in 1985, and since then 
it's MDU has been involed in developing materials for it's schools. These 
materials have been developed keeping in mind the fact that these materials 
should include all the government competencies, but at the same time should be 
easier than the government methods, so that the children as well as the teachers 
find the method easy to understand & teach. 

Pre-Primary School 

Teachers Guide 1999 

Shankhar Mela 1999 

NFPE Model: 
Bangia : 

Pre12aretory Phase Class 1 
1. Preparatory Phase 1985 Text book: 
2. Picture and Word Card 1985 Esho pari (1" part)1985 
3. Line Drawing Sheet 1985 Story Book: 
4. Shishu path 1985 Sana ponar gappo 1988 I I 5. Alphabet Chart and Card Lej kata sh eyal 1992 I 

1997 Eshoper galpo 1993 I 
Nakai raja 1993 I Pakhir Shathi Phuler Shathi 1993 

Class 2 . Class 3 I 
Text book: Text book : 
Esho Pari (2"d part) 1986 Esho pari ( 3rd part) 1987 
Story book: Story book: 
Kujo bury shat pari 1994 Chutir diney dupurey 1994 
Ora dui bondhu 1994 Shonali din 1994 
Dashur gari 1994 Nijhum boner shada hati 1995 
Kushum Kali 1994 Jadur tuli 1995 
Shat rang -a aka 1994 Tiner shepai 1995 

Class 4 Class 5 
Teachers Guide on Govt. Text The Bagla team Is working on 
Book 1998 "Teacher's Guide on Govt. Text Book 

5" 



• 

Mathemetics : 

Class 1 · 
These two books below ·existed till 
1993 
Esho Gonit Shlkhl as a Text book 
1985 
Esho Gonit Sbikhi Text and Work 
book 1992 

From 1994 onwards the books listed 
below replaced the previous ones. 
Gonit Shikhi (Teacher's Guide) 
1994 
Gonit Shikhi (Work Book) 
1994 
Number Card 
1994 
Number Chart 
1985 
Class 3 
Gonit Shikhi (Teacher's Guide) 1998 
Gonit Shikhi (Work Book) 1998 
Number Card1994 

Class 5 
Gonit Shikhi (Teacher's Guide) 
Gonit Shikhi (Work Book) 
(The Math team is working on them) 

.. ' . • • 

Class 2 
These book below existed till 1995 
Esho Gonit Shikhi as a Text book 
1986 

From 1996 onwards the books listed 
below replaced the previous ones 
Gonit Shikhi (Teacher's Guide) 
1996 
Gonit Shikhi (Work Book) 
1996 
Number Card 
1994 

Class 4 · 
Gonit Shikhi (Teacher's Guide) 1999 
Gonit Shikhi (Work Book) 1999 
Number Card1994 

Refresher's Guide for Master T ralner 
1998 

' ' 



Social Studies 

Class 1 
Porlbesh Porichiti (Teacher's guide) 
1985 
Porlbesh Porichili (Teacher's guide) 
1996 
Porlbesh Porlchitl ( Work ~ok) 
1996 
Story book: 1996· 
1. Lal Murgi 
2. Parichay 
3. Dui bon 
4. Choto Chele BalaJ 
5. Shantir Ghar 
6 . Tushir Amm gass 
7. Prethebir shabcheye baro pitha 
8. Dadima 0 Ami 
Poster/Chart: developed in1990 
1) My Family 
2) Mv House 

• Class S - ...,.. - 1 · • 

Porlbesh Porichiti (Teachers 
guide)1998 
Poribesh Porichitl ( Work book ) 1998 

Class 5 
Social Scince: 
Poribesh Porichiti Shamaj and Bingan 
The Social Studies team is working on 
the Teacher's guide on Govt. Text 
book 

Class 2 
Poribesh Pori.chiti (Teachers guide) 
1997 
Poribesh Porichiti (Work book) 1997 

OtaK1"4 - T 

Social Scince: 
Poribesh Porichili Stiamaj and Bingan 
Teacher's guide on Govt. Text book 
1998 

Health book for BEOC "Amader 
Shasthyo" developed in 1993 

• 



English • 

Class 2 Class 3 
Primary English Practice Book English For Today Teacher's guide on 
( Work book ) 1998 . Govt. Text book 1997 
Primary English Practice Book The English team Is planning to do a 
(Teacher's guide) 1999 workbook on Book three ( govt) 

Class4 Class 5 
English For Today Teacher's guide on The team is planning to develop a 
Govt. Text book 1999 teachers' guide on Book five ( govt) 
English For Today Work Book on and a work book to go with it, for the 
Govt. Text book 1999 children 

Chandina Learning Improvement Project ( CLIP) 
Bang I!! 

Class 1 Class 2 
Text book ; 1997 less.on plan Guide 1997 
AmarBhasha 
Supplementary Materiel; 1997 
Amar Bhasha Teachers Guide -
Alphabets Charts 
Alphabets Flanel Cards 
Wheel charts ( picture and Work, 
Alphabets) 
Pulling Charts ( picture and Work, 
Alphabets) 
Verbs Card 

Class 3 Class4 
Teacher's Guide on Govt. Te;.ct Book Teacher's Guide on Govt. Text Book 
1997 1998 

Class 5 
The CLIP Bangia team is working on 
the Teacher's Guide on Govt. Text 
Book 



Mathematics 

Class 1 Class 2 
Previous Book Srejoni Gonith (Creative Math) 1999 
Path porichalona nirdeshika (Lesson Supplementary Materials: 1997 
plan guide) 1997 Tables Chart 
Supplementary Materials: 1997 Wheel Chart 
Number Rhymes Card Pulling Chart 
Tables Chart Abacus 
Wheel Chart Shapes 
Pulling Chart 
Abacus 
Dice 
Shapes 
Class 3 Class4 
Teachers Guide on Govt. Text book Teachers Guide on Govt. Text book 
1998 1998 
Class 5 
The CLIP math team is working on the 
Teachers Guide on Govt. Text book 

• 

Social Studies 
Class 1 Class 2 
Previous Book Poribesher kotha o kaj (Work Book) 
Nana Katha Nana kaj 1997 1998 

Poribesher kotha o kaj 1998 
(Teachers Guide) 
Nanan Desher Pakhl1998 
Nanan Desher Pashu 1998 

Class 3 Class4 
Teachers Guide on Govt. Text book Teachers Guide on Govt. Text book 
1998 1999 

Class 5 
The CLIP Social Studies team is 
working on the Teachers Guide on 
Govt. Text book 



English 

Class 2 Class 3 
Primary English Practice Book Work Teachers Guide (Hand out) on Govt 
Book 1998 Text Book 1998 
Primary English Practice Book 
Teachers Guide 1999 
Alphabets Chart 1998 
Alphabets Cards 1998 -
Class 4 Class 5 
Teachers Guide (Hand out) on Govt The CLIP English team is working on 
Text Book 1998 the Teachers' Guide (Hand out) on 

Govt Text Book 
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Dab!d: 30.06,99 

Number of NFPE staff attending training : Apn1 1996- May 1999 

No. or SIJIJT 
Type of staff uoining Pmicipon Dunrion ApciJ '96 to April '97 April '98 April '96 

I . (days) Mareh'97 to March 10 May '99 to May '99 
'98 

Pre-service orientaclon POIPA 3 26 383 260 669 
Bnsic Ullinin~ POll' A 15 312 ,75 257 1,144 
In service tr:lining POIPA 12 383 345 - 728 
Opcm!lonnl tnllllORement course (OMC.l) POIPA 14 398 669 415 1,482 
Training of tro.in<rS (TO'O POIPA 12 255 661 - 916 

• ooal rruma11;emo:n1 course (OMC-2) nc 14 - 166 42 208 
Development lllllllllR<menl cowse DMC Manoacr 12 100 - - 100 
Ocvolopmenr troining Raource 15 - so - 50 

Tadlm 
Mlllhs and English coat:bing JUI;l AEM. 

TIC 
6 - 1271 - 1,171 

GQAL AJt , .. tr I 6 2,458 3,680 6,144 
Sl4ff speciJ>I .u-o.ining 11CIPOIPA 6 - - 6,055 6,05S 

IRT 
T eum bulldlng TIC/POll' A 4 - . 266 266 -ntr 
BltAC culnore & vnluell All StAff 3 - - 269 269 
Gender and sustainable d¢vclopment Higher 

M1U1JMmCnl 
4 - - 8 R 



Dated : 30.06.99 

Number of teachers attending training and refresher courses : April 1996-May 1999 

Type of training! refresb.ers April '96 to April '97 to April '98 Total (April '96·· 
March'97 Mnrcb'98 10 May '99 May '99) 

15 days teachers basic ll'llinina 9,824 5.708 8,160 23,692 
3 dnvs orientntion~fore .school5 (JI)CI1) 12,689 8,602 14,453 35,744 
2 dn~ refreshers after preparatorv phase 5,202 II ,884 21 ,158 38,244 
2 days refreshers lin intrOducing soclal studies and 6.530 
environmentnl science (Book·!) 

11,972 15,649 34,151 

6 davs refreshers a( dte be 
. . 

of class·ll 15,091 14 301 11,139 40,531 
6 days refreshers at the begining of class m 13 488 10,725 13,05:4 37,267 
1 S dny mlllhs develooment troinina 22 4067 5,816 9,905 
6 davs refreshers 4th phnse BEOC teachers 1.495 2,026 2,669 6.190 
6 davs refresh= 5th phase BEOC tencbers 3.889 1.298 2,193 7,380 
6 davs refreshers 5th phase NFPE teachers - - 1.000 1.000 
I dav monthlv refreshers 302983 307 686 374,602 98,5271 



NFPE PHASE II EVALUATION REPORT 

ANNEX I 

SUMMARY OF STUDENT LEARNING ATTAINMENTS, PHASE II 



Percentage of students received passing Jcllres (40~o and above) iD different school students 
by their type ofschool (1997) 

Subject NFPE Students· BEOC Students 
Boys Girb Boys Girls 

Bengali 89,81 88.o7 86.62 81.09 
Social Science 72.27 70.76 76.94 79.76 
Mathematics 86.31 83.59 92.09 89.58 
En 

. _49.58 47.82 63.88 69.68 

S11mple : Leamers of 400 NFPE schools and I 00 BEOC schools. 

Percentnge ofJtudents r.eceived passing scores (40% and above) in different sehool students 
by their type ofSchool (1998) 

I'U'l:"J!; Students BEOC Students 
-'· 

~ 
~cience 

QO '?O 89.16 82.81 
72.43 69.97 54.72 57.30 
7:c; 'HI 68.70 69.33 65.21 

~ 61Cl4 61.91 42.25 45.79 

Sample : Learners of 407 NFPE schools and 93 BEOC schools. 



NFPE PHASE II EVALUATION REPORT 

ANNEX J 

REPORTS, TEAM FIELD VISITS 



REPORT ON OB.SERVED MEETING QFREGIONAL AND QUALITY 
MANAGERS 

The proc.ess of .rei.:i.ning the role <:lf the Quality Manager 

provides· a good exampl.e <:lL how actively involved field 

staff are in policy related :decision making. The 

evaluation t eam ob.ser:v.ed a meeting of Regional Managers 

and Quality Managers· 'lilho, based on their own experience, 

f?_oug~t tq i.derttify their separate spheres of managerial 

responsibilities and areas ·Of joint responsibility. The 
111eetirig was tacilit.a t:ed by EDU staf.f who were al.:so 

~ct.ively. in\(olved in t):le disc;uss·ion. Throughout the 

sessi.on the par.ticipants tqcuSeli on the practical 

implementation of the NFPE progranl!lle. A .riumber of key 

i.s•sues emerged. :Among these· )'{ere: 

~ t.he need t q further clarify th.e ~oles of both managers 
in .order to .minimise overlap and av.oid p!;>tBl;lt.ial · 
conflicts bet•11een RMs and QMs·; 

~; the increase in the n~ers of unsucc.essful candidate~; 
undertaking the Mascer Traini-n"!f course i n Head OE.Ei<:e-; 

~:; t:he appa1::ent :di·scr-epan.cy bet.ween who is perceived to be 
.a pocent::·iall .y appropriate Ma·ster Trainer at Head Office 
level and at local l evel; 

~1 the shortage of Mascer Trainer candidat:es who can be· 
et:tectively trained using the current 5 day MT training 
programme; 

?l. the role tlle QM can plci'y ~ imp-roving the quality of 
~ocal training. · · 

REPORT ON. GROLT BASED INTERVIEWS Wrrn. BA·TCH. TRAINERS . . . 

The evaluation team met with two groups of NFl?E "Batch 

Traoiners" - 27 Maths trainers and 2-6 English laaguag.e 

trainers_ Each of the groups were. asked t ·o identify the 

three mo·st i.rrip'o.rtant attributes of each ef the following 
~. A BRAC teacher 
2. A Primary Sc:Pool tee).cner 
3 . A Batch Tr.ainer 



They discussed their respm1se in f!inall groups of 4 to 6 

people and reported their findings to the large .group. 

The f·indings· in relation to a- BR:AC teacher and a Primary 

School teacher were largely similar and can be 

categorised under the foilowing headings: 

Time-l<eeping Relationship with Competence in. 
learners an~ parents conducting the leSsons 

S.llllt sdtnot on time Be loving, respectful and Follow the le~n plan 
C'uwpletc eiiCIJ ltl;SO(I on lime parionr. with leamc:rs Be aniouued when reaching 
Finish s.:b<lOI on rime 8o like ·a ' mll!he{' ro till: Mainudu (tiscipllne 

children Keep rhe. classroom n1:<1t 
Pay arn:miou w e"dCb one of ihe 
~bildn:tl 
Get to know the paren•s 

The gre1,1ps· in,d.i·cated that all te.ach.ers need to PC!.Y 

atten tion to thes_e . issu~s . T)ley .also indicated chat 

dift"erences in practic.e betwe~ ~C sch:o.ols and prit~~<~ry 
• 

schools was due to, factors such as: 
l! the on-going training received by .aRAc t;:eachers 
*: the regular inspection 0! BRAC schools which fostered 

accqunta,bility on the part of ·BRAC te<;~chars. 

The responses of ·the small groups with regard to the 

atttributes of a Batch Trainer can be ca~;;egorised undEr 

the following headings: 

Training Competence Re~jonship with Persoual Attributes 
Participants 

Be ahl~ hi U<Wun.~rrat~ a ltliS<Ill Pay ·auemlnn to cacli ~I)IIIUIOO SC!l."= 
B.e ahle en )!oW:eptwUise tht panicip;wt Sdf l.llllllidtiii!C 

tupi~ Listen patiemly to·questi"Tl< 
E.xplaiu cl~arly 

The ·group 0f 27 Maths t-eachers were -al·se asked to 

identify the eiffie.ultie·s teachers were likely to 

' 



. . , 

erac.ounte:r; in teaching Maths to grade IV and V. They 
listed the following: 

Subject Matter 
Interest, Multiplicatipn, Div·ision, Profit and _Lb·ss, 
Measurement 

Time Constraints 
Covering the .syllabus in the time a~ailable 

COmpetence 
Fear of Maths 
Lacrk of Basic Skill.s in maths and in teaching math·s 

Support 
Need Training 
Need good teacher guides 

Learner ~elated issues 
Parents have to pay for some materials in grades IV and v 
Every child may not have the materials needed 



• 

• 

' REPORT ON FIELD VISIT TO PABNA (28th- 30th August J999) 

Primary Schools Visited 

Ki.smat Prot:.ap Pur Primary ~ School (Grade 3 about to shift 
to Grade 4) 
Purboteartola-Momotaj Seg~m Primary School (Grade 1, 
Teacher had participated fn the Grade IV and V Pilot 
Schools Project) 
During both visits the teacher took time to respond to 
questions regarding her experience of teaching grades IV 
and v (in the case of the latter) and her expectations of 
doing so (in the case of the forme·r) . 
The teacher who is about to begin Grade IV indicated that 
she was confident that her training had prepared her 
adequately and that her re£resher training and contact 
with her MT would give ·her the support she will need to 
deal with difficulties as they arise. 

The teacher who had completed Grades IV and V said she 
had encountered difficulties with Narrapve 
Fractions, Geometry and English generally. 

Mat:hs, 
The length of 

~ime aLlocated to complete che courses was, she fe l t:., too 
short:. Nevertheless, now chat:. she has experienced 
teaching these new Grades and that:. the .time all ocat ed tb 
Mat:.hs and English has been extended, she has gained 
confidence in her capacity to teach ~ to grade V and she 
looks forward to taking her current cohort of Grade ls 
right through to Grade v. From her responses to 
questions regarding tbe current whereabouts of the 
learne:;:s who completed the pilot pro.gra1llll\e, it was 
evident that she maintains clos.e contact with those who 
live in the vicinity of her home . 

PabnaTARC 

I . Training Observed 

Teacher Training for Grade rv (15 day training) 

Adult Educator s (8 day training') 



2 .• G•·oup Based Data Collection 
Teachers Training for Grade 4 Mat.hs 

Participants .J:n the training were askeci to ·form groups of 

4 based on the length ·of their teaching experience with 

BRAC. Each group discussed the differences they 

perceived between working at grades 1 to 3 and grades 4 
• 

to 5·. A group of 4 TARC trainers who were prE!sent f ormed 

a separate group and addressed simiJ.ar questions. Their 

respt;~nae were largely simil.ar to those of the teachers. 

During the feedbaek the teacherS jndicated the ext.ent to 

which they agreed w.ith the COt!I!III!IltS of thE! ·trainers. The 

feedb.ack for botll the teacher small groups and the TARe 
traineis can be .!'mmrriarised as follows: 

Differeng;s 

e: more subjects to ·cove.r 

~: subjects more difficult, especially Maths and Bngl:·ish 

~ school day will be longer 

~; more likely that students who .complete 

w·ill retain the knowledge they gain 

g:t'adl;!s 4 and 5 

X• 
~ 

' . 
literacy rate will be higher 

They were alsc::l asked to· anticipate the 

I 

kinds of 

difficulties they t;hought they were likely to encounter. 

They l.isted the toll9wi~g: 
piHiculties 

~.; Ma ths and Eng.lish. 

*t essay and let:ter w.riting in Bangla and English 

~ geometry 
,.,. narrat·i ve Matbs ~: 

~: completing the work in the time allocated 

¥: being competent in a·ll subjects 

When asked to name their 'best' subj:ect the majority of 

the teachers selected Bangla, to110wed by Secial ·studies. 

One student named English.. 

3. Group Interview with Pabna.'l'Al.lC Trainers 



r . 

• 

• 

• 

A group of 8 TARC Trainers (including those who de~iver 
f'olaths training to teachers) were asked to comment on the 
capacity of the teachers to teaab Grades IV and v , the 
impact of the NFPE programme on the general well - being 
and status of girls in the communj ty, and the quality of 

the NFPE programme. 

Capacity .of Teachers 
The trainers indicated that they had no serious 
reservations regarding the overall capacity of the 
teachers to teach Maths at the higher grades. A very 
small number of teachers had difficulties but the 
overwhelming majori ty were extremely capable. They based 
their observations on the very high marks obtai.ned by the 
teachers in their end of training examination. 

Impact of NEPE on Gender roles 
~lith regard to tl'!e impact of NFP.B on gender roles in the 
community the trainers felt that tb.e partie ) ation of 
girls in NFPE and their retention in the educacional 
system had an impact on parents perception of the ~ue . ' . 
of educating girls and on their ability to benefit from 
s chooling. 
the health 

They also poinced to spin off impac cs such as 
and hygiene messages that children learned 

about in school and then passed on to their moe hers , 
because of their numeracy skills fathers tended to ask 
their daughters to he lp keep their accounts in order. In 

addition the trainers noted that in the past only the 
t1oys assisr.ed in building schoo.ls but the pol icy has now 
changed ao4 the girls are now equally invo~ved. It was 
believed that this helped reinforce the perception of 
girls as equal partners. 

Quality of the NFPB programme 
On the question of qua~ity the trainers point:ed out that 
~e educational qualifications of those joining BRAC as 
teachers has risen so that more recent intakes include 
high numbe.rs of academically ~l,e teache:q;.. This has a 



positive impact on the learniJ~ that goes on in ~ 
trai.nirig provided to teachers and is in turn evident in 
the quality of the teaching in the schools. The trainers 
also pointed out that over the years BRAC's reputation 
bas be"Come firmly established •as a provider of high 
quality tiasic education which is evident in the desire 
within conununities to have acqess to a BRAC school. 

4. Inspection of training materials .and viewing oflraining videos 

The videos were of a very high quality and very wel~ 
structured for use as training aids. The presentation 
format was such that it guided the user on how best to 
utilise the video in a training. situati·on. 

~. Attended a CulturafEntertainment event put on by those attending training 

courses in the TARC 

' 

.' 



•. 

REPORT ON VISIT TO CHATMOHOR TEAM OFFICE (Pabna Region) 

J , Informal Interviews 

Team in Charge and other team members. 

2. Training observed 

Teachers Grade IV Maths. 

3. Formal inte~w 
Three teachers who completed Grade V wi~ their last 

cohort of students came int~ the office and responded to 

questions pertaining to their experienc.e of participating 

in the pilot project. 

They indicat.ed that they had ne major preblems . Any 

d iffi culties that arose were resoLved wit:h t he support of 

staff and at refresher training when they sha1:ed 

experienc:es With other teachers doing the same work. The 

individual educati9nal background of each of the teachers 

Yaried but appeared t o b:a.ve little or no bearing on their 

c·un·ent level qf coo£idence in their ability . As in the 

case of th·e teacher spoken to earlier who had also 

participated in the pilot, a!l three were aware of the 

~•he:t·eabouts of their ex pupils who completed Grade V 

recently. 

4. Vi~it tel a Secondary School where 47 e.x BRAC pupils £rom the pilot 

progrlllllme are now enrolled·ln Grade VI 

~No separate meetings were held with the Chair of the 

School Board ~d the Mat hs teacher who teaches Grade VI 
and 14 ex BRAe pupils. The 47 former sRAC pupils COfl"\E! 

from two separate BRAC schools. The Mciths teach.er 

reported that overall these students compared weLl with 

others from government or private primary schools. They 

were generally strong in Maths, except for narrative 

~laths, and had good handwriting. They were a little weak 

in EngLish grammar and letter writing. Five or six pf 

the initial intake were not regular atte~dees at school . 



The teacher was unsure if. they had dropped out or woU,ld 

continue. 

The children resp0nded to que.stions regarding the 

differences they experienced in their new sch0o1 and how 

they were getting .on g.enerally. Their main comments . 
focused on the arrangement of ·the classroom and the fact 

that they now wear uniform. Four of the fourteen said 

they now get tu-ition in eit:her Maths or English. Those 

who had sat exaJDi nations since startin·g Grade V1 gave 

their results. They cevered a W:ide range fr0m very gpc;>d -

to· weak. 



REPORT ON VISIT TO PABNA REGlONAL OFFICE 

Formal group based data collect.ion was conducted with 2 
J3atch Trainers (Maths) and 7 Master Trainers (.3 Maths, 3 

English and 1 Social Studies) . '!'hey divided into two 
groups one for MTs and BTs involved witb Maths and the 
other for the English and.•Social Studies MTs. Each g;r-o.up 
were asked to define their role, identify and p;r-ioritise 
the difficulties that teachers face in Grad~s IV and V, 

and lastly to identify the. main s.ources they draw on to 
resolve the teaehers' proplems. Their responses are 
summari·sed below. 

Role of MT 
Staff llevclopment 
l.utmt.ludug and disscminariog ru:w tta~bing methods 
[lc:tnn••~rrating gm11lldlcliiug ptar:tii:e 
C'oonllucring rcrro:shcr trulning 
Pnwitliug wnrk.~btoJ"' r.u wtak trJtiu.:rs • 
Visic scbPuls ro 

en: .. w.; standard.-. an: rua.intninod 
offer SUjlJl<ln oo the reacher 
clleok lcvd oof ,·uKicru h:arniny 

Devising strucnircd •••P by Step te:u:hiDg· plans for specific items that pose problems 

f.ol e of BT 
Fo .. -us " " the spct.il1c B:uch ru wlricb """ bc:tongs 
foL•u~ o>ru:"s own school i• a model for others m observe 
(\Vlocu :osk•d m omlmoent uu buw teachers po:>n:eived the MTs tbe BTs iud.lcauid lliat tbey 11re sren as 
bootb surcrvi.so>rs ai.1d suppurts. l · 

rroblems <General> 
b..:k o•f •"~~PP''" material 
Nc:ell murc trailliug for all smff invulvo:d with NFPE at ·any lc:vcl 

SQecific Problems b = 
Pr oblems in Mat.l).s Problems in English 
P no tit :wd Lvss ProuuuciaOoll~ 
I mc:ro:st Coustru~:ting serueru:es 
C'umpotmtll fr.ru:tio)DS Grammar 
Mo:asurc:mem (lack of maJerial~l No specific time allocatetl to te:u:h<!l" uaiui11g iu 

Eru!lisb (as baooo:os fur Ma!bs}: 

The Social Studies MT indicated that there are no major 
problems related to this s~ject. The current level of 
support, training etc., appears to be adequate . 

~ource of Ideas 
C'ollcagues anti wider Slaff botly 
Head Office: EDtl 



The field visit also included an informal Visit to a Pre School run by two 

8EOC graduates and the Pubna Team Qftice 

• 



Meeting with Group of Batch Trainers 
Sunday 25 July 1999 

Group 26 English Language Batch Trainers 

Were asked to identify the three most important attributes of the following; 

1 A BRAC teacher 
2 A Primary School Teacher 
3 A BRAC Batch Trainer 
4 How to Identify the Needs of English Teachers for Assistance 

Questions discussed the issues in small groups (each of about 6-7) and then 
reported their views to the group as a whole. 

The Most Important Attributes of a BRAC Teacher 

Responses virtually Identical with those for Maths teachers, plus the word 
'Dedication'. Also mention by two groups of 'knowing rules. and regulations' which 
turned out to be a translation of the cluster of delivery factors: following 
instructions: applying methods as in training etc. (No specific mention of 'keeping 
the classroc 11 neat'.) 

The Most Important Attributes of a Primary School Teacher 

This .was apparently taken to mean the cflfferences from BRAC teachers, hence:· 

(a) Higher qualifications 
(b) More experience 
{c) More time 
(d) Mor.e secure job 
But a/so: 
Should have parent meetings 
Should make sure children attend 

The Most Important Attributes of a BRAC Batch Trainer 

Responses again virtually identical with those for Maths teachers with the strong 
addition (from each group) of good subject knowledge and education 
qualifications 



How to Identify the Needs of English Teachers for Assistance 

Three groups of overlapping factors emerged: 

(a) Processes 
• Find out where problem is' 
• Discuss with teachers 
• Question and answer sessions with teachers 
• Show easy ways of presenting lessons 

(b) Personal 
• Good relationship with teachers 
• Listen with patience 
• Discover individual problems 

(c) Information and Review 
• Check lesson plans 
• Check regularity of evalu.ati-on 
• Check presentation 
• Talk to other staff etc 
• Visit other schools 



VISITS 
URBAN SCHOOLS, DHAKA 
Thursday 29 July 1999 

Background Discussions with Managers and Staff 
' 

BRAC is currently involved in almost 1,000 urban schools. The first of these 
were established in 1992 to provide access to basic education for slum 
settlement chlldren who live outside areas where formal schools exist, or whose 
way of life precludes them from entry to normal patterns of formal schooling. 

The major types of such schools currently (July 1999) provided or assisted 
through BRAC are: 

• 9-month 'baby class' schools (50 schOOls) 

• 80.0 NFPE schools across all grade levels 

• 90 special schools for garment factory children (with ILO support) 

• six e>·oerimental schools for domestic servant children 

• 105 schools for 'hard to reach' children\rjlges 8 -13-UNICEF 
supported Government schools for worl<ir:1~ children in Dhaka, 
Chittagong, Rajshahi (beggars. printing ana book binding, garments. 
domestic, garbage gatherers, tempo boys) 

Problems and Issues 

The experience of urban school provisio~ showed a set of recurring and 
largely. interconnected pr.oblems: 

• Problems of physical provision: appropriate school rooms of suitable 
size and with more or less appropriate facilities are difficult to locate, 
are substantially more expensive than in rural areas, are subject to 
landlord pressures, and frequently subject to attack, looting and stand
over pressure. In general, premises on the fringes of the slum areas 
are now sought, but this Increases the cost pressures. Teachers 
claimed that many classrooms were excessively hot because of the 
number of children and the small size of the room 

• Teacher problems: more opportunities for alternative employment, at 
higher pay. are present In urban areas; there is greater housing 
mobHJty for young married women than in rural areas; the attraction of 
the teaching job in the slum setting is of itself less attractive than rural 



teaching, and many ot.l:ler available city jotis, an.d travel and security 
are frequently seen as problems given the location of the schools. As 
a result there' is far higher teacher dropout than in rural areas, with 
about 25 percent of teachers resigning wJthin 3 months of appointment. 

There would appear to be ~ need for the employmE!nt of additional 
teachers as emergencies for urban schools 

• Student attendance patterns: tend to be Je.ss predictable, more varied 
and less reliable than in rural areas because of higher employment, 
unstable living conditions (settlement areas are frequently broken up by 
developers or government, and occupants scattered); families return to 
rural areas for harvest or festivals etc, and often do not return. Urban 
patterns of child employment further frequently m"'ke it difficult for 
children to attend punctually, or at the same time each day. Further, 
problems of attendance are often largely impossible to follow up with 
parents (and/or employers) in urban areas 

Both supervisors and teachers expressed the view that consideration 
should be given to more· flexible class scheduling to reduce the effects 
of child employment. Flexible patterns may also help to red· :ce student 
dropout as they get older 

• Teaching and learning problems: The vanous places of orig1n of an 
average class create dialect and language mixes within classrooms 
and. the family backgrounds and child work experience create 
differences In relative maturity, and exacerbate indiVIdual differences. 
These problems are further compol!mded by. unstable attendance and 
unavoidable lack of punctuality. 

S\Jch difficulties are likely to increase with rontinuing extension qf 
NFPE to the higher-grade levels. particularly -as girls enter marriage 
age and the age of acceptable exte'rnal 'e.mployme.nt. . . ' 



The teachers expressed the view that the current available time (3 
hours) was inadequate to cover the syllabuses. They suggested that 
this should be eXtended tg 4 hours per day In G.rades II and Ill and to 5 
hours per day In Grades IV and V 

• Student health problems: contagious diseases, lack of nutrition and 
hunger of many childn!n, especially young girls. are allegedly frequent 
problems. Teachers claimed that children lacking rice for three or four 
days at a time was ngt an uncommon expereince 

To a significant extent many of the problems regularly experienced In 
urban provision show the lack of applicability of the traditional BRAC rural 
models ahd approaches fbr urban NFE. The strength of village location, 
through structured, community Involvement and pride; access to family, 
close mon1toring and supervision and follow up procedures, relative status 
of teaching in a BRAC schools, are either lacking, or by the nature of the 
setting. unworkable in urban areas. Supervisors pointed out that the 
traditional parent Involvement, meeting and contact in rural areas did nor 
wgrk In the urban setting. 

School Visits 

Schools, Loeations and Characteristics 

Four separate NFPE schools.we·re visited: Grades V. IV, II and l in the East 
Jura1n and Nov1nburg areas of' Dhaka. The schools were on the fringes of 'sl.um' 
settlements and were servicing children with virtually no' access to formal 
education provision · 

Physical provision was adequate and generally apparently secure, although far
from ideal. All rooms were In permanent brick and concrete structures, but 
ac::ess was difftcult. and three of the four rooms were dark, dismal and damp. 
despite efforts to make them attra¢tive classrooms. All were tidy and as clean as 
possible in the circumstances. 

Teaching and Learning 

AIJ schools exhibited a canng approach. both between teacher and students, and 
between students. systematic teaching. and a positive and enjoyable learning 
atmosphere. Three positive factors emerged across the sample as a group: 



A positive approaph to learning was being pursued by the teachers and was 
succeeding at each of the levels observed. The children were responsive, were 
participating in the lessons and were clearly enjoying them. Attendance rates in 
all classes were c.lose to 1 00 percent 

• Real leaming was continuing to take place at the senior classes. An 
English lesson at Grade V was observed at length, and informal 
'testing' of the children pursued at its conclusion. The children had 
mastered the stipulated vocabulary, could name or identify objects from 
sight or from written or spoken English; could answer simple questions 
from written and spoken English both verbally and in writing (Including 
from an unknown native speaker and an unfamiliar accent). 
Transposition and extension beyond what had been formally taught 
appeared to be taking place, Including the development of original 
responses in basic English phrases and simple sentences 

• Wider socialization and learning appeared to be taking place across the 
age ranges observed in personal cleanliness and hygiene, 
responsiveness. application to task, communication skills. group skills 
and cooperation etc. (alth0ugh the evidE!nce was clear1y extremely 
limited);. 

Hovvever, the extension of NFPE to senior class levels appears to raise sqme 
spec1fic challenges: 

• The progress to Gr.ades IV and V in the NFPE setting appears to make. 
the individual leamtng differences between children far more obvious. 
The limited field observation showed, to0, thai such differences wm be . . 
both positive and negative: some children were finding it more difficult 
to cope: others are able to and want to tackle more than the formal 
lesson supplies. BRAC teat:;hers will need additional knowledge. 
teaching skills and support to deal with these differences. Such 
differences will probably oceur most markedlY in Maths and English 
a I though this was not evident from the limited observatlon on this 
occasion. 

• The visits made It evident that some pupils in Grade V are In fact young 
adults-particularly a small number if young women in lhe Grade V 
school otiserved. This will further exai:erbate the learning differenqgs 
that will inevitably occur. It may also raise possible relationship. 
attitudinal and 'discipline' implications, as well as the Issue of the 
adequacy of the physical space availaqle fer young adults in the 
present classroom provision. 


